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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Study Purpose 

Dillon Consulting Limited (Dillon) was retained by the City of Corner Brook to conduct an independent 

review of the existing Corner Brook transit service and develop a five-year strategy that will guide the 

structure and investment decisions of the service. 

 

The study reaffirms the need for public transit to provide mobility for members of the community that 

do not have access to an automobile or choose not to, or are unable to drive. It also highlights the 

challenges that small cities face in growing transit ridership. Corner Brook is a small city with lower 

density housing, limited traffic congestion and available free parking. This urban characteristic makes it 

difficult to invest in high levels of transit service to attract riders, without significant investment.   

 

To help address this issue of transit in smaller cities, the study is focused on answering four key 

questions: 

1. What are the needs for transit in Corner Brook for both the residents and business?  

2. What are the expected levels of service/investment for a community like Corner Brook?  

3. What are the various service models to deploy to deliver that service?  

4. How can transit become more cost effective while enhancing the level of service? 

1.2 Community Engagement 

Engagement with the community included the following: 

1.2.1 Stakeholder Interviews 

Sixteen stakeholders were interviewed as part of the engagement process to gain perspective on their 

thoughts of the existing transit service and opportunities for improvement. The following stakeholders 

were interviewed: 

 City of Corner Brook Council; 

 City of Corner Brook staff; 

 Grenfell Campus  of MUN administration;  

 High school administration; 

 Murphy Brothers Limited (current transit operator); 

 Transit Operators; 

 Corner Brook Status of Women Council; 

 John Howards Society Youth Shelter; 

 Community Mental Health Initiative; 
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 Senior care facilities; 

 Staff for the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador; 

 Western Health; 

 City of Corner Brook Accessibility Committee; 

 Taxi providers; 

 YMCA; and 

 Canadian Red Cross. 

 

The results of the engagement are highlighted throughout the report. 

1.2.2 Online Survey 

An online survey was available between December 10th, 2020 and January 9th, 2021 to get a better 

understanding of current resident and customer opinions about the existing transit service and identify 

areas of improvement. The survey was posted on the City of Corner Brook website and ads were also 

included throughout the City, including on buses and on the radio. Paper copies of the service were 

made available for individuals that may not have online access. 

 

The survey included fifteen closed-ended questions and one open-ended question for both transit users 

and non-users. The survey questions and results can be found in Appendix A. Over 1,500 responses 

were received, of which 485 were complete. Responses included 42% existing transit users and 58% 

non-users, providing insight into both markets.  The results of the survey are included throughout the 

report. 
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2.0 Existing Situation 

The following section provides an overview of the existing transit service in Corner Brook. It should be 

noted that with the COVID-19 global pandemic, ridership levels have decreased by about 50% compared 

to pre-COVID levels, while service levels have remained similar. 

2.1 Governance 

Public transit is contracted to a private transportation operator (Murphy Brothers Limited), who supplies 

the drivers and supervision, as well as vehicles, including storage and maintenance. The contract 

structure specifies that Murphy Brothers Limited keeps all fares that are collected.  

 

The system is managed by the Director of Community, Engineering, Development and Planning at the 

City of Corner Brook.  Only a small portion of this person’s time is required to manage the transit 

contract.  

2.2 Routes and Fleet 

The existing transit system is made up of two routes (Route 1 and 2) that both operate hourly in one-

way loops.   Both routes begin and end at the Main Transfer Terminal behind City Hall and converge at 

this point twice during each one hour cycle, facilitating connections. 

 

Service is provided from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday to Friday. Service is not provided on statutory 

holidays. 

 

As of early 2021, the 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. trip on both routes is temporarily cancelled to allow for 

sanitization of the vehicles in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

The current route map (with key destinations notes) and service schedules are shown in Figure 1 and 

Figure 2 respectively.   

 

The fleet consists of four small cutaway transit vehicles.  Two are used for peak service while the other 

two are spare vehicles. All vehicles are not accessible. 
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Figure 1: Current Route Map 
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Figure 2: November 2020 Service Schedule 

 

The route structure of one-way loops means for most round trips, the total time on the bus will be one 

hour. Passengers can take the most efficient route to their destination, but will need to get on the bus 

and travel through the rest of the route to get back to their origin.  
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Since each route is timed to converge at the Main Transfer Terminal every thirty minutes, no wait is 

required to transfer to some destinations. However, the one-way loops mean that some customers need 

to wait thirty minutes at the Main Transfer Terminal to access certain destinations. This is summarized 

in Table 1. It should be noted that the routes are designed to pair residential areas of the city with areas 

that have key destinations (e.g. downtown, the University and shopping areas) without a long transfer.  

The connections with a 30 minute transfer are typically between two primarily residential areas, which 

limits the number of people making this transfer. 

 

Table 1: Transfer Wait Times by Origin and Destination 

 Destination: 

Route 1 A-D 

Destination: 

Route 1 E-I 

Destination: 

Route 2 A-E 

Destination: 

Route 2 F-I 

Origin: Route 1 A-D No Transfer No Transfer Transfer (30 

Minute Wait) 

Transfer (No Wait) 

Origin: Route 1 E-I No Transfer No Transfer Transfer (No Wait) Transfer (30 

Minute Wait) 

Origin: Route 2 A-E Transfer (30 

Minute Wait) 

Transfer (No Wait) No Transfer No Transfer 

Origin: Route 2 F-I Transfer (No Wait) Transfer (30 

Minute Wait) 

No Transfer No Transfer 

Letters refer to destinations listed in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 

2.3 Fare Structure & Policy  

Corner Brook offers a range of fares based on age and usage.  This is illustrated in Table 2.  

 

Table 2: November 2020 Fare Structure 

Fare Category Cash Fare 5 Ride Card 
Monthly 

Pass 

50 Ride Card 

(Month of 

Purchase Only) 

Semester 

Pass 

Adult $2.50 $11.00 $70.00 N/A N/A 

Senior $2.50 $10.00 $55.00 N/A N/A 

Student $2.50 $10.00 N/A $55.00 $220.00 

Child (Under 12) $1.25 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Child (Pre-school 

and Younger) 

Free N/A N/A 

 

N/A N/A 
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Fare can be paid in cash or with passes and ride cards that can be purchased at the following locations: 

 City Hall;  

 City Pharmacy (5 Ride Cards Only); 

 Grenfell Campus Bookstore; and 

 College of the North Atlantic. 

2.4 Route Performance  

Before the COVID-19 pandemic, Corner Brook Transit was providing roughly 59,000 trips annually, 

equating to almost 11 trips per bus per hour (revenue vehicle hour).  

 

Boardings by route and time of day were assessed using passenger count data collected in December 

2020.  Passenger volumes equated to just over seven boarding’s per revenue vehicle hour.  This 

represents a 50% reduction from 2019 data, due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

This ridership data was factored up to reflect pre-pandemic levels and is presented in Figure 3.  The 

number of hourly boarding’s was found to be fairly consistent throughout the day, other than a spike 

from 1:00pm-2:00pm and a drop during the last trip of the day (5:00 p.m. -6:00 p.m.). The afternoon 

spike is likely due to the fact that service is currently suspended from 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. to allow 

cleaning due to COVID-19, and there is a backlog of demand on the 1:00 p.m. trip. If the 12:00 p.m. – 

1:00 p.m. run were put back into revenue service, it would likely results in a flattening of demand during 

this two hour block.   

 

 
Figure 3: Ridership by Hour  
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2.5 Proximity to Transit 

Proximity to transit is an important factor to the success of the system. Typically, people are willing to 

walk up five minutes to access a bus stop. This represents approximately 400 metres.  

 

Figure 4 illustrates the area within a 400 metre walking distance of a Corner Brook Transit route. This 

represents approximately 80% of the urban area of Corner Brook. This is within industry standards, 

although the hilly geography of the City, lack of sidewalks in certain areas and longer winter months 

with heavy snow falls may further limit access to transit. 

 

 
Figure 4: 400 Metre Service Area 

2.6 Accessibility  

Corner Brook Transit is not accessible.  Buses are high-floor without a lift for mobility devices. Many bus 

stops also do not have paved surfaces that are connected to sidewalks with curb cuts. The hilly terrain 

and narrow streets also make transit difficult to access by many seniors and persons with disabilities, 

particularly during the winter months. 
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During stakeholder interviews with the Accessibility Committee, it was mentioned that the absence of 

an accessible conventional service and paratransit service makes it increasingly difficult for persons with 

disabilities to get around the city independently.  While accessible taxis are available in Corner Brook, 

these are unaffordable to the majority of individuals for regular use.  While the City does occasionally 

subsidize the use of an accessible taxi for persons with disabilities, this is not widely advertised.  

2.7 Peer Review 

Corner Brook Transit’s performance was evaluated against other transit systems serving Canadian 

communities of a similar size, both in population and geographically. All transit systems are unique, so 

no community is directly comparable to Corner Brook. However, the comparisons in this section are 

presented to provide context to Corner Brook Transit’s performance. 

 

Data for small systems is not readily available in most parts of Canada, however, the Ontario Public 

Transit Association publishes an annual fact book with operating statistics for Ontario transit systems. 

Therefore, the following six Ontario transit systems were selected: 

 Owen Sound; 

 Orangeville; 

 Brockville; 

 Niagara-On-The-Lake; 

 LaSalle; and 

 Midland. 

2.7.1 Amount of Service 

This set of key performance indicators will help understand whether Corner Brook Transit is providing 

similar levels of service as other peer systems.  

 

Corner Brook Transit has similar weekday operating hours to its peer systems, with some peers ending 

service an hour later at 7:00 p.m.  While Corner Brook does not provide weekend service, the majority 

of peer systems operate a limited Saturday service, but do not operate on Sundays or statutory holidays.  

 

Route frequency is generally between 30 and 60 minutes. This is similar to Corner Brook Transit, which 

operates a 60 minute frequency all-day.  

 

The number of overall service hours per capita provided by Corner Brook is approximately 30% less than 

the peer group average. This suggests that Corner Brook is investing in fewer service hours than its peer 

systems. This is illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Service Hours Peer Comparison 

2.7.2 Service Utilization 

Service utilization is determined by measures such as boarding’s per hour of service provided and 

boarding’s per capita. Boarding’s per hour of service is a measure of the effectiveness of the system in 

generating ridership for every hour of service provided. Boarding’s per capita provides a measure of 

transit’s role in the transportation system and can be used understand the market penetration of the 

transit service. 

 

When comparing ridership, Corner Brook Transit has more rides per revenue vehicle hour, but less rides 

per capita than peer systems as shown in Figure 6. This suggests that the service provided is well 

utilized, but it is not capturing a high percentage of the overall population. Residents that have more of 

a choice to use other modes of travel are not opting for transit as much as other communities. This is 

partially due to the amount of service provided and the challenges servicing the community due to the 

hilly terrain and limited residential sidewalks.  

2.7.3 Financial Performance 

Financial performance was assessed through comparing the hourly operating costs, municipal operating 

contributions and averages fares for each system.  From a financial perspective, Corner Brook Transit 

has similar cost per revenue vehicle hour as its peer systems. However, Corner Brook is unique in that 

fares are not collected by the City, but are kept by the operator. This means that when considering the 

net cost (total cost minus revenues), Corner Brook pays more per hour of service than its peer systems. 
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Note that the cost of offering transit service in Ontario may not be directly comparable to costs in 

Newfoundland & Labrador. Financial metrics are summarized in Figure 7.  

 

 
Figure 6: Service Efficiency Peer Comparison 

 

 
Figure 7: Financial Performance Peer Comparison 
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3.0 Transit Market  

The following section describes the potential market for transit services in Corner Brook. Understanding 

the market will help identify potential mobility options that are suitable for Corner Brook residents. 

3.1.1 Seniors 

Corner Brook has a population of approximately 20,155 people (2016 census) spread in an area of 

1.48 km2.  The terrain is fairly hilly, which can add a challenge to transit customers when accessing a bus 

stop. 

 

The population has not grown significantly over the past five years and may see a slight decline in the 

future due to smaller households and out-migration factors. As a result, Corner Brook is showing a 

demographic shift: the average age of a resident is rising and the younger demographic classes are 

shrinking each year.  The average age of the population is 45.3, compared to 43.7 in the province of 

Newfoundland and Labrador or 41 in Canada (source: 2016 Census).   

 

Currently, 23% of the population of Corner Brook is aged 65 and older, however only about 15% of 

Corner Brook Transit’s ridership comes from seniors. Since seniors traditionally are more likely to use 

transit, this represents a potential market opportunity to grow.  

 

While many seniors still have access to driver’s licenses, the prevalence of disability rises as we age, 

from 4.4% of the population in the 15 to 24 year cohort to 42.5% of the population in the 75+ year 

cohort.  This suggests that the need for accessible transit services will only increase over the next five to 

10 years. Based on the results of the online resident survey, 2% of respondents noted that they require 

the use of a mobility aid. 

3.1.2 Work Trips 

Corner Brook plays an important role in providing regional services and jobs for western Newfoundland. 

The urban area includes a number of jobs in health care and social assistance (3,070 jobs), retail trade 

(2,560 jobs), educational services (1,275 jobs), public administration (1,135 jobs) and accommodation 

and food services (1,050 jobs) and manufacturing (880 jobs). Construction jobs or work at the paper mill 

and port and general not conducive to transit given their location and shift times. 

 

While employees accessing many of these jobs have the opportunity to use transit, the long travel times 

and the current hours of service do not accommodate the needs of many employers. Transit only 

operates on weekdays between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.  Given the long travel times on many routes, 

this would mean that most individuals would need to start after 8:00 a.m. and finish by 5:00 p.m. to 

make transit a feasible option. Many employers have shift work and the hours provided by transit do not 
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meet existing employment times. The retail industry is a prime examples, with most stores closing 

between 9:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m., and employees getting out half hour later. 

 

Based on the results on the online resident survey, work trips represent about 25% of trips made by 

transit. 

 

Seventeen percent of Corner Brook residents are low income according to definitions provided by 

Statistics Canada, but are overrepresented as a proportion of transit users. Low income residents rely on 

transit frequently as an affordable way to get around the city. Many of these trips are done for work. 

However, several large retailers at Murphy Square, Corner Brook Plaza, and Downtown close after 

transit service ends, making it a challenging to rely on transit.  

3.1.3 Post-Secondary School Students 

The city is also home to two post-secondary campuses: Memorial University (Grenfell Campus) and the 

College of the North Atlantic (Corner Brook Campus). The Grenfell Campus is a satellite campus of 

Memorial University in St. John’s. There are 1,300 students attending the university campus with 600 

students living on residence. There is a fee for parking at the campus and the lot is routinely full, yet 

ridership from MUN students is relatively low. This may be due to a number of reasons: 

1. Service Hours: The hours of service are not conducive to after school activities and classes. To 

accommodate this need, MUN provides an evening and weekend shuttle for on campus 

residents to the grocery store. 

2. Convenience: The infrequency of service and the structure of routes is inconvenient for 

students. While both routes service the campus, they are structured as one-way loops, meaning 

either the primary trip or the return trip can be long and require a transfer. 

 

Corner Brook Campus for the College of the North Atlantic is the third largest campus of 17 locations 

throughout Newfoundland and Labrador, with approximately 2,000 students on this campus.  The 

campus is located on O’Connell Drive which is on Route 2. 

 

Approximately 10% of survey respondents used transit to access post-secondary institutions.  This is low 

compared to the large number of university students located in the City, and represents a market 

opportunity to grow. 

3.1.4 High School Students 

Corner Brook Regional High School is the only secondary school in the community. The school has 740 

students enrolled in grades 10 through 12. Currently, student ridership is minimal to and from school, 

activities, and work.  This could be due to the following reasons: 
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1. School Bus Service: An existing school bus service is available for any student living greater than 

1.6 km from the school. About 93% of students are eligible for a seat on the bus. Students within 

the 1.6 km radius usually choose to walk or drive.  

2. Car Predilection: Students who choose to drive themselves to school can obtain a parking space 

in the school parking lot easily; there are 50 spaces allocated to students. It was estimated by 

the school that 100-150 students drive to school (including students who drive with a friend). 

 

A gap in mobility access for students is transportation to and from activities and part-time jobs after 

school. Students rely on their parents and friends to drive them.  It was estimated by the school that 

about 250 students have after school activities at the school and recreation centres between the hours 

of 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.  

3.1.5 Retail Trips 

Shopping was the most frequent trip purpose from the resident survey (approximately 33% of 

respondents). Ridership data collected during the study also shows that the most stops are at Murphy 

Square, Corner Brook Plaza, and Downtown (close to shopping destinations). Since transit service is only 

provided during core work hours, this limits the opportunity for residents that work standard hours to 

use transit to access retailers. 

3.1.6 Persons with Disabilities 

Approximately one in five Canadians aged 15 and over have a disability, whether it be physical, sensory, 

cognitive, or mental health-related.  Certain disabilities may impact mobility and the ability to gain 

access employment, education and daily goods and services. A review of other similar sized 

municipalities suggests that approximately 2.5% of their population are registered for a demand 

responsive specialized transit service. Corner Brook Transit is not effective in servicing this population. 

3.1.7 Other Mobility Providers 

Corner Brook also has a thriving taxi industry that can accommodate occasional trips by residents that 

do not have access to a car. The taxi rates are controlled by a municipal bylaw. The taxi providers 

include: 

 City Cabs Taxi Service 

The City Cabs Taxi Service is a small operation. Currently, the service operates 24 hours per day, 

seven days a week with a few vehicles. Due to the absence of a trip booking software, staff 

dispatch trips manually and customers can book trips via phone or on street. During an 

interview, the owner of City Cabs mentioned he is open to potential partnership with the City. 

 

 Corner Taxi 

Corner Taxi is the largest taxi company in the city, with 24 vehicles, including two accessible 

wheelchair vans purchased in 2017 and 2018. A third accessible vehicle will be purchased later 
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this year as a spare. The service operates 24 hours per day, seven days a week. Customers can 

book a ride via phone, on street or through direct lines at the hospital and at Deer Lake Airport. 

Corner Taxi also provides a shuttle service for students between Grenfell Campus and the 

grocery store on Saturdays (6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.). During an interview, the owner of Corner Taxi 

mentioned he is open to potential partnership with the City.  

 

 Star Taxi 

Star Taxi is a small local taxi service with a mixed fleet of vans and cars. The service operates 24 

hours per day, seven days a week. Customers can book a trip by calling into dispatch or walking-

on. Minimal information was collected about the service because the company could not be 

contacted for a stakeholder interview.  

 

 Birchy Taxi Cabs 

Birchy Taxi Cabs is a local taxi service. Minimal information was collected about the service 

because the company could not be contacted for a stakeholder interview. 
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4.0 Community Feedback 

The following section provides a summary of the feedback received about the existing Corner Brook 

Transit service based on input from both stakeholder interviews and the online survey. This feedback, 

along with the performance assessment in Section 2.0, was critical in assessing needs and priorities for 

Corner Brook Transit. 

4.1 Reasons for Using or Not Using Corner Brook Transit 

The online survey asked existing transit their top reasons for using Corner Brook Transit, and asked non-

transit riders why they don’t use transit. Figure 8 illustrates the response from transit users while 

Figure 9 illustrates the responses from non-transit users. 

 

 
Figure 8: Top Reasons for Using Corner Brook Transit 
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Figure 9: Top Reasons for Not Using Corner Brook Transit  
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that the majority of existing transit customers use transit out of necessity rather than preference. 

 

For non-transit users, over 67% of respondents indicated they do not use Corner Brook Transit because 

they own a car and prefer to drive.  The other more common reasons for not using transit have to do 

with the availability and convenience of the service; the bus is not frequent enough and not available on 

weekends and evenings.  

13.22%

3.72%

3.31%

4.13%

0.41%

0.83%

9.50%

8.26%

18.18%

4.13%

0.00%

7.02%

9.92%

12.40%

2.48%

2.48%

Other

I own a car and prefer to drive

I need a car for my job or after work/school activities

I prefer to walk/cycle/other

I work from home and do not need to travel

I was unaware that Corner Brook Transit existed

Corner Brook Transit is not frequent enough (operates every
hour)

There is no bus service on weekday evenings when I need to
travel

There is no bus service on weekends when I need to travel

The bus stop is too far from my home or destination

The bus is not accessible and does not accommodate my
mobility needs

The bus does not connect to the places I need to travel to

Travel times are too long on the bus

I’m not familiar with the details of the service/routes

I don’t feel safe/comfortable waiting for the bus

Bus fares are too expensive (currently $2.50 for adults)
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4.2 Priority Improvements 

Both transit users and non-transit users were asked the priority improvements that could be made to 

the transit service to get them to use the service more often, or to start using the service (non-transit 

users).  Figure 10 displays the results for transit users, while Figure 11 displaces the results for non-

users. 

 

 
Figure 10: Top Five Improvements to the Corner Brook Transit System for Transit Users 

 

9.33%

89.66%

89.64%

75.16%

38.68%

33.35%

31.90%

31.86%

31.76%

23.66%

16.92%

14.20%

13.87%

Other

Provide service on weekends (currently operates on
weekdays only)

Extend service later into the evenings on weekdays
(currently ends at 6:00pm)

Operate more frequently (bus currently arrives every hour)

Extend to neighbouring municipalities outside of Corner
Brook

Ability to use technology to plan my trip and track my ride

Add more bus stops to reduce my walking distance to the
bus

Reduce travel time on the bus (e.g. make the route more
direct)

Start service earlier in the day (currently starts at 7:00am)

Make it easier to use for those with limited mobility

Improve reliability of buses (buses arrive at stops at the
scheduled time)

Lower transit fare (currently $2.50 for adults)

No improvements required - the service works for me
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Figure 11: Top Five Improvements to the Corner Brook Transit System for Non-Transit Users 

 

The top priorities for improvements for Corner Brook Transit users include increased hours of service 

(weekday evenings and weekends) and frequency. While the top priorities for non-transit users include, 

the ability to use technology to plan and track a trip, reduce the travel time on the bus and to extend the 

service to neighbouring municipalities.   
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12.07%

5.17%

6.32%

2.87%

8.05%

4.02%

Other

Provide service on weekends (currently operates on weekdays
only)

Extend service later into the evenings on weekdays (currently
ends at 6:00pm)

Operate more frequently (bus currently arrives every hour)

Extend to neighbouring municipalities outside of Corner Brook

Ability to use technology to plan my trip and track my ride

Add more bus stops to reduce my walking distance to the bus

Reduce travel time on the bus (e.g. make the route more
direct)

Start service earlier in the day (currently starts at 7:00am)

Make it easier to use for those with limited mobility

Improve reliability of buses (buses arrive at stops at the
scheduled time)

Lower transit fare (currently $2.50 for adults)

No improvements required - the service works for me
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5.0 Guiding Principles 

The following guiding principles for the service design were developed to help shape key strategic 

directions for transit. Guiding principles are aligned with the existing City of Corner Brook policy 

framework, and address key issues and opportunities identified in the review of existing services, best 

practices and input from the community.  

5.1 Policy Framework 

There are a number of City policies and plans in place that provide strategic direction to the planning 

and delivery of transit services.  These are referenced below as they provide direction to the 

development of guiding principles. 

5.1.1 Integrated Municipal Sustainability Plan (2012) 

The Integrated Municipal Sustainability Plan is intended to provide policies and direction to guide the 

physical design and development of the City over a ten-year period.  

 

The plan includes two policies related to transit:  

 7.3.3(16): The Public Transit System shall be systematically improved and expanded where 

necessary to provide adequate and equitable transportation to residents of the City; and 

 8.9.3(01): The Authority shall consider the needs of individuals with varying degrees of physical 

ability in delivering public transit and developing active transportation routes.  

 

The policy document suggests a need to improve the accessibility of the system and expand the hours 

of service to meet the mobility needs of the community. 

5.1.2 Citizen Survey Summary Report (2018) 

In 2018, the City of Corner Brook conducted a Citizen Satisfaction Survey to gauge citizen satisfaction 

with a number of City programs and services, including transit.  

 

Residents were asked to rate the transit system on a ten-point scale on the following criteria. This is the 

proportion of residents that rated the transit system 8/10 or higher: 

 Importance: 64% 

 Satisfaction: 31% 

 

Transit was rated as less important than other services, but also had below average satisfaction. 

Therefore, it was categorized as a “secondary area for improvement”. However, transit was found to be 

relatively more important to those with an annual income of less than $50,000. 
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The survey suggests that current levels of transit service are not satisfactory for a number of residents 

with low-income residents that may rely on the service. 

5.1.3 Corporate Priorities Plan 2017-2020 

The Corporate Priorities Plan is Council’s leadership document that sets out a strategic agenda for 2017-

2020. 

 

The plan includes a goal to “identify and pursue development initiatives and seek opportunities to 

better manage climate change issues and response.” Three actions related to transit are included to 

help accomplish this goal:  

 Conduct a study to identify opportunities such as making buses more accessible and consider 

the frequency of services to the hospital and shopping centres; 

 Consider how bus schedules can better meet resident’s needs, particularly students and seniors; 

and 

 Consider hosting meetings with smaller towns to conduct a pilot transportation route to outlying 

areas. 

 

The plan suggests a need to increase the accessibility of the system and expand the hours of service to 

meet the mobility needs of the community.  Connections to neighbouring communities was also added 

as an option to explore. 

5.1.4 Local Climate Action Plan (2019)  

The Local Climate Action Plan was published in 2019 to establish actions to make Corner Brook a more 

sustainable community. The stated goal is to reduce the City’s corporate pollution emissions by 20% and 

the entire community’s emissions by 6%.  

 

Three short term goals related to transit were included:  

 Investigate and prepare a proposal for a Master Municipal Public Transit Plan (this document); 

 Review and implement upgrades to the public transit system in an effort to increase ridership 

and reduce emissions; and, 

 Provide free transit during Clean Air Day (accomplished). 

 

The plan stresses the importance of service level improvements as a way to increase ridership and 

meet GHG reduction targets. 
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5.2 Recommended Guiding Principles 

The following guiding principles were used to guide and evaluate the key strategic directions for transit 

noted in Section 6.0 below. 

 

1. Accessibility: Transit service in Corner Brook should be available to as many residents as 

possible, regardless of physical ability, age, or financial means. 

 

Corner Brook does not offer a specialized transit service for persons with disabilities.  Corner 

Brook Transit is also not accessible. Buses are high floor and cannot accommodate mobility 

devices. The hilly geography, large snow falls and limited pedestrian infrastructure make it 

difficult for many customers to access transit.  This situation limits the use of transit by many 

individuals, particularly seniors and persons with disabilities. 

 

Making buses accessible to persons with disabilities was noted as a priority in the Corporate 

Priorities Plan (2017-2020).  

 

Accessibility also includes ensuring that transit is affordable. In the citizen survey, affordability 

was one of the top reasons for using transit.  There is an opportunity to take advantage of a 

provincial low-income transit pass pilot program to help improve mobility for certain vulnerable 

users. 

 

2. Convenience: Transit users should be able to get to where they need to go in a reasonable 

amount of time.  

 

The citizen survey made it clear that factors such as the lack of weekend service, long travel 

times, and short weekday service hours are significant issues for transit users and barrier to use 

for other residents.  

 

Corner Brook’s current routes operate as one-way loops. While this maximizes coverage of the 

city, it increases travel times significantly compared to direct driving trips.  

The lack of evening and weekend service means that transit is not a viable option for people 

shopping or working at stores and businesses during these periods.  

 

Solutions should focus on improving customer convenience.   

 

3. Transit Culture: Transit should be considered a viable transportation option for all Corner Brook 

residents. 

 

A negative perception around transit use is common in small cities, including Corner Brook. This 

is primarily due to the limited service levels that are typical in a City this size. Investments in the 
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customer experience, including service levels and use of technology and improve transit’s brand 

and encourage a culture of transit use. 

 

4. Financial Sustainability: Investments in transit should be strategic to offer the highest possible 

value to Corner Brook residents and increase ridership. 

 

Corner Brook has a limited budget and difficult decisions need to be made about where to 

allocate funds. Investments in transit need to have a clear benefit to residents and serve the 

other guiding principles above. Decisions to invest in transit should take advantage of federal 

and provincial funding sources and demonstrate cost-effective solutions that increase the use of 

the system and improve quality of life for residents. 
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6.0 Key Strategic Directions 

This section of the report identifies key strategic directions that the City should consider to address 

existing issues and better align with the Guiding Principles identified in Section 5.0. These are 

highlighted below and further outlined in the Implementation and Financial Plan (Section 8.0).  

1. Improve Convenience of Daytime Service  

2. Enhance Accessibility  

3. Improve Wayfinding 

4. Increase Awareness 

5. Connect to Active Transportation 

6. Extend Service Hours 

7. Reduce Operating Costs 

8. Fare Policy and Platforms 

6.1 Improve Convenience of Daytime Service 

Feedback from the community was clear that citizens are looking for a more convenient transit service.  

 

Three of the issues identified include: 

 Long travel times to key destinations; 

 Limited frequency of service; and 

 Long walking distance to certain bus stops. 

 

To address these concerns, two service options were considered: 

1. Modify existing fixed-route service to create more direct trips to key destinations 

2. Implement a full On Demand service to replace the fixed-route structure 

 

Due to municipal budget constraints, both service options are based on operating a similar number of 

service hours and vehicles.  

6.1.1 Option 1: Modified Fixed-Route  

The first option was to identify opportunities to improve the existing fixed-route service. Three areas of 

improvement were explored based on community feedback. 

 

Headway:   

Both routes operate at a 60-minute headway, which is in line with peer systems serving communities of 

a similar size. The next logical step would be to increase the headway to every 30 minutes.  Ridership on 

both routes is fairly consistent, ranging between 9 and 14 boarding’s per hour for most of the day. 
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Doubling the headway would likely only result in a 25% increase in ridership, but would require a 

doubling of the fleet and service hours. This is not recommended at this time due to the significant 

increase in resources that is required to achieve this. 

 

Directness of Travel: 

The western part of Route 1 operates a two-way service along Lewin Parkway and Curling Street, with a 

larger loop to the west to increase coverage. Given the road network and the number of resources 

available, there are limited opportunities to improve the directness of this portion of the route without 

significantly impacting coverage.  

 

The southern part of Route 2 also operates as a one-way loop designed to provide access to a number of 

residential neighbourhoods.  Extending the route south of O’Connell Drive was explored, but could not 

be accomplished under the fixed-route structure without increasing resources.  

 

The central portion of Route 1 and Route 2 connect to a number of the key destinations within the City, 

including MUN Grenfell Campus, Corner Brook Regional High, Western Memorial Regional Hospital, 

Murphy Square, and Corner Brook Plaza. 

 

Both routes operate in a counter clockwise circle past Western Memorial Regional Hospital to Murphy 

Square.  The challenge with this is that there is no opportunity for two-way travel without going around 

the entire route. For example, someone travelling from MUN Grenfell Campus to Murphy Square would 

take a 12 minute trip on Route 1. However, to return to MUN, they would need to take a 38 minute trip 

on Route 2.  

 

It is recommended that the eastern part of Route 2 be modified to operate in a clock-wise direction. This 

part of the route would run in the reverse direction and the West Valley Road section of the route would 

be routed via MUN, Corner Brook Regional High, and the Corner Brook Long Term Care Centre. Murphy 

Square and Corner Brook Plaza would continue to be served by this route. The changes recommended 

for the first half of Route 2 are shown in Figure 12.  

 

Table 3 below illustrates the improvement in travel time between key destinations with this adjustment 

in the route network. The implementation of this network would result in significant time savings for 

some two-way trips, most notably for trips on the corridor from MUN Grenfell Campus to Murphy 

Square. Additionally, this network adds an additional trip from the MUN Grenfell Campus area to 

Downtown every hour. 
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Figure 12: Proposed Changes to Route 2 (First Half of Route) 

 

Table 3: Travel Times on Existing and Proposed Network 

Key Origins and Destinations Existing Network Proposed Network 

Downtown to Murphy Square Inbound: 12 min 

Outbound: 5 min  

Inbound:  8 min  

Outbound: 5 min 

Downtown to MUN Grenfell Campus/Corner 

Brook Regional High 

Inbound: 5 min 

Outbound: 10 min 

Inbound: 5 min 

Outbound: 10 min 

Downtown to Clarence Street / Premier Drive Inbound: 15 min 

Outbound: 15 min 

Inbound: 5 min 

Outbound: 25 min  

Murphy Square to MUN Grenfell 

Campus/Corner Brook Regional High 

Inbound: 38 min 

Outbound: 20 min 

Inbound: 20 minutes 

Outbound:  20 minutes 

Murphy Square to Clarence Street / Premier 

Drive 

Inbound: 3 min 

Outbound: 40 min 

Inbound: 3 min 

Outbound: 10 min (with transfer) 

MUN Grenfell Campus/Corner Brook Regional 

High to Clarence Street / Premier Drive 

Inbound: 25 min 

Outbound: 35 min 

Inbound: 15 min 

Outbound: 23 min 

  

A change is also recommended on Route 2 to accommodate the new hospital that is currently under 

construction on Corporal Pinksen Memorial Drive. The second half of Route 2 will need to be extended 
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slightly to reach the hospital. The route extension will also require a slight change in the route structure 

to maintain the schedule. This will require the route to run counter-clockwise from the hospital to MUN 

Grenfell Campus via Wheeler’s Road and Corporal Pinksen Memorial Drive rather than via Pratt Street, 

Elizabeth Street, and Grenfell Drive. The recommended change is illustrated in Figure 13 and Figure 14.  

 

 
Figure 13: Current Route 2 South of O'Connell Drive 

 

 
Figure 14: Future Route 2 South of O'Connell Drive 
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Note that in the recommended change above, the stop on Wheelers Road at Beaumont Hamel Street 

would no longer be served. However, this stop is within 200 metres of the proposed route alignment. 

 

The full route network with the changes is shown in Figure 15.  

 

 
Figure 15: Modified Fixed Route Network 

 

Proximity to Transit Stops: 

The recommendations noted above does not improve proximity to transit. This could only be 

accomplished by adding a third bus all day, which would result in a 50% increase in resources. Under 

existing resources, it would require reducing the directness of travel and forcing additional transfers at 

the downtown terminal. Since travel time was identified as a high priority for improvement than 

proximity to a bus stop, this is not recommended. 

 

One of the challenges of the fixed-route modifications noted above is that service is removed to Brake’s 

Cove via Humber Road.  This portion of the route only receives approximately 8 daily boarding’s along 

10 stops.  This level of ridership is considered minimal for a fixed-route service. 
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To maintain the proximity to transit in this area, it is recommended that a “trans-cab” service is 

implemented in this area. Trans-cab is a service where passengers are able to use a ‘shared-ride’ taxi to 

travel to the closest transit stop when that stop is beyond walking distance. 

 

Under this scheme, a partnership with a local taxi company would allow passengers from this area to 

use a taxi service to connect with the closest bus stop.  

 

If successful, other opportunities for Trans-cab can be explored where there is limited proximity to 

transit. This could include the area south of O’Connell Drive along Sunnyslope Drive. 

 

Operating Cost, Capital and Revenue Implications: 

The change in the fixed-route structure would not see a change to revenue vehicle hours or the number 

of vehicles required to operate the service. A one hour increase in service for two buses is assumed to 

re-introduce the 12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. run once the COVID-19 pandemic is over. This would not result 

in a change in cost as the contractor is currently sanitizing vehicles during this period. 

 

An increase in operating cost would be required to implement the trans-cab service. This is estimated to 

be between $15,000 and $40,000 per year.  The assumptions used to calculate this are illustrated in 

Table 4 below. 

 

Table 4: Trans-Cab Cost Assumptions 

Low Uptake Scenario (6 Daily Trips) 

Daily Boarding’s Annual Boarding’s Daily Cost Annual Cost 

6 1,506 $60 $15,060 

High Uptake Scenario (11 Daily Trips)     

Daily Boarding’s Annual Boarding’s Daily Cost Annual Cost 

11 2,761 $165 $41,415 

Notes: Daily and annual cost assumes an average per trip cost between $10 (Low Uptake) and $15 (High 

Uptake) per trip. Per trip rate would need to be negotiated with the taxi provider operating the service.  

 

Capital cost increases would be minimal. Between 25 and 35 new bus stops would need to be added to 

Route 2 as a result of the reversed direction of service and the expanded service to the new hospital on 

Corporal Pinksen Memorial Drive.  This would add between $2,500 and $3,500 in one-time costs 

assuming a cost of $100 to install each bus stop. 

 

Ridership could see a 10% to 15% improvement as a result of the route change. This would mainly be 

focused on residents that live in the central part of Corner Brook that would benefit from the two-way 

service.  Based on a $1.62 average fare, this would result in a $9,500 to $14,300 revenue increase for the 

contractor. 
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6.1.2 Option 2: On-Demand Transit 

The second option explores the opportunity to replace the existing fixed-route service with an On 

Demand transit service. The definition and opportunity for On Demand Transit is explained more fully in 

in Appendix B (On Demand Working Paper).   

 

On Demand Transit is a shared-ride demand-responsive public transit service that does not follow a 

fixed-route or schedule. Instead, passengers must pre-book trips and vehicles are routed dynamically to 

the passenger’s pick-up and drop-off point.  Modern On Demand services utilize mobile app technology, 

which allows customers to plan, book, track and pay for their ride in real-time, all while optimizing trips 

to increase the number of shared rides that can be accommodated without sacrificing service quality.   

 

To be effective in a City the size of Corner Brook, On Demand Transit services typically have the capacity 

to pick up between 10 and 12 boarding’s per revenue vehicle hour. This is the current pre-pandemic 

ridership range of Corner Brook Transit.  

 

Headway: 

While there is no fixed headway for an On Demand service, customers would be recommended to book 

their ride 60 minutes in advance of their requested pick-up time. Customers could book sooner than this 

for spontaneous trips, however, there would be no guarantee that they would receive a ride when the 

need it (if drivers are busy with other trips). This represents a potential improvement in headway for 

certain trips over the existing fixed-route model. 

 

The challenge for some passengers is that they may lose the spontaneity of being able to access a stop 

without having to book a ride in advance. While some customers prefer a pre-booked model, others 

would find this more inconvenient, particularly small percentage of customers that do not have access 

to a smartphone1. 

 

Directness of Travel: 

The On Demand service has the potential to reduce travel time for certain trips by eliminating the need 

for transfers and optimizing the trip to reduce travel distance. Passengers currently transferring 

between routes will likely see a travel time improvement.  Passenger currently making short trips may 

see a similar travel time, or a slightly longer travel time if there is a high degree of ride-sharing. The 

municipality can account for this by setting a maximum travel time for each trip.   

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Statistics from the Consumer Technology Association (CTA) note that 86% of Canadian’s own a smartphone.  The 
Corner Brook Transit resident survey in Appendix A noted that 96% of respondents had access to a smartphone or 
cell phone.  
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Proximity to Stops: 

The On Demand service has the potential to reduce walking distance to transit by adding additional 

stops to the City where there are long walking distances to an existing bus stop. Since the bus will only 

go to a bus stop based on request, it is easier to improve proximity to transit than on a fixed-route 

model.  If an On Demand service were implemented, it would be recommended that additional stops be 

implemented to improve walking distance to a 95 to 100% of the population within 200 to 400 metres of 

a bus stop.  Lower walking distance of 200 metres would be context-specific, in areas with limited 

sidewalks, hilly terrain or a high seniors population. 

 

Operating Cost, Capital and Revenue Implications: 

Table 5 illustrates the fleet requirements should Corner Brook implement an On Demand service during 

the existing day-time period using dedicated vehicles. It is anticipated that 2 – 3 vehicles are required to 

provide this service model in Corner Brook. 

 

Table 5: Weekday Daytime On Demand Vehicle and Service Hour Requirements 

Time of Day 

Existing (Pre-
COVID) Total 

Demand 

Boarding / 
Revenue 

Vehicle Hour 
Vehicles 
Required Driver A Driver B Driver C 

7am-8am 22 11 2    

8am-9am 19 10 2    

9am-10am 22 11 2    

10am-11am 24 12 2    

11am-12pm 24 12 2    

12pm-1pm 23 11 2    

1pm-2pm 23 11 2    

2pm-3pm 29 10 3    

3pm-4pm 24 12 2    

4pm-5pm 19 10 2    

5pm-6pm 12 12 1    

 

Three vehicles are only required for about one hour per day under existing pre-pandemic ridership 

characteristics.  

 

Operating hours would increase based on the addition of a third vehicle to accommodate demand. To 

be conservative, this is estimated to be between three to six hours per day (to accommodate a potential 

increase in ridership from pre-pandemic levels). The additional operating cost of the third vehicle would 

be between $64,000 and $128,000 annually. 
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A software cost would also need to be added to this service model, including a one-time set-up cost and 

a monthly fee per vehicle. It is estimated that the one time setup fee for the On Demand software 

would be between $20,000 and $30,000, plus the monthly fee per vehicle of between $1,000 and 

$1,500. 

 

The third vehicle could use one of the spare vehicles initially based on existing ridership. As ridership 

continues to grow, another vehicle is recommended to be purchased to accommodate an increase in 

demand.  A third vehicle would cost between $75,000 and $125,000.  

 

Between 35 and 40 new bus stops are recommended to be added to improve the proximity of the 

service. This would add between $3,500 and $4,000 in one-time costs assuming a cost of $100 to install 

each bus stop. 

 

Ridership could see a 15% to 20% improvement as a result of the change in service model. Based on a 

$1.62 average fare and pre-COVID annual ridership, this could result in a revenue increase of roughly 

$14,300 to $19,000 annually. 

6.1.3 Alignment with Guiding Principles 

The benefits and challenges of both service options are assessed below based on the guiding principles. 

 

Guiding Principle Option 1: Modified Fixed-Route Option 2: On Demand Transit 

Accessibility  Does not increase proximity to transit 

in south end of City 

 Reduced walking distance for many 

customers by introducing additional On 

Demand stops  

 Stops can be strategically placed to 

minimize distance to stop for places 

with a high senior’s population or 

persons with disabilities 

Convenience  Two-way service improved between 

Downtown, MUN Grenfell Campus, 

Corner Brook Reginal High and 

Murphy Square 

 Does not improve travel time to west 

end of the City 

 No change in the headway 

 More certainty that trip will be 

available when a passenger wants to 

travel (no need to pre-book trip) 

 Trans-Cab customers may need to 

transfer twice 

 No transfers required for any trip in the 

City (eliminate the half hour wait for 

passengers that transfer between Route 

1 and Route 2) 

 Ability to book trips within an hour of 

trip request 

 City can set maximum travel time for 

passengers 

 Ability to track bus in real-time to 

reduce time required to wait at stop 

 Some passengers may not like the need 

to pre-book rides 
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Guiding Principle Option 1: Modified Fixed-Route Option 2: On Demand Transit 

Transit Culture  Only small change – Does not 

significantly increase transit culture 

 Does little to increase ridership 

 

 Use of technology to book, track and 

pay for rides can improve the 

perception of transit.  This was 

identified as the top improvement for 

non-transit customers in the online 

survey. 

 May not be accepted by existing users 

that are not comfortable with the use of 

smartphones and perceive phoning to 

book a ride to be less convenient 

 Highest potential to increase ridership 

and add new customers 

Financial 

Sustainability 

 No increase in vehicles required 

 Only a small increase in operating 

costs due to Trans-Cab service 

 Does little to increase ridership and 

revenue 

 

 Software costs required to operate the 

service 

 Potential to add a third vehicle and 

increase operating costs (with the third 

vehicle) if ridership increases 

 Highest potential to increase ridership 

and revenue 

6.2 Enhance Accessibility  

City policy and interviews with stakeholders made it clear that providing an accessibility mobility option 

for residents is a priority for Corner Brook. During public consultation, feedback was gathered regarding 

the lack and need for accessible transit options.  This not only impacts persons with disabilities, but all 

individuals that may find it difficult to climb the steps of a bus or access a bus stop.   

 

There were several opportunities to improve accessible mobility in Corner Brook. These include: 

1. Introduce accessible vehicles 

2. Improve accessibility of the pedestrian environment 

3. Implement a specialized transit service 

 

Each of these are explored below: 

6.2.1 Introduce Accessible Vehicles 

Corner Brook’s existing service uses high-floor vehicles that are not equipped with a passenger lift.  

Customer boarding the vehicles must climb up several steps to board. This means that persons that use 

mobility devices, have limited mobility or are traveling with children in strollers may not be able to use 

the service.  
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Federal and provincial funding tied to transit is available, primarily for capital purchases. There is an 

opportunity for the City to secure capital funding to purchase two to four accessible buses.  These could 

either be high-floor lift equipped vehicles or low-floor accessible vehicles. Low-floor accessible buses 

provide a broader benefit to the entire ridership base, including seniors and passengers travelling with 

strollers, children or bags.  These buses can also reduce boarding time and improve schedule adherence. 

While this may help improve accessibility overall, it will not be a solution for all persons with disabilities, 

particularly where bus stops are not accessible or if a person cannot access a bus stop due to their 

disability. 

6.2.2 Improve Accessibility of Stops 

A number of existing transit stops are not accessible, with 

no hard-surface pad, curb cuts or connecting sidewalks. 

This provides a challenge not only for persons with 

disabilities, but all individuals using the transit service.  

 

Improved accessibility on Corner Brook Transit benefits 

all other passengers that use the system. To continue to 

progress towards a more accessible system, it is 

recommended that Corner Brook develop an Accessibility 

Plan that will outline actions to remove barriers and 

improve accessibility. The plan should include a definition 

of “accessible” and conduct an inventory of stops with an 

accessibility lens. The Accessibility Plan should also 

identify actions and priorities to improve the accessibility 

of vehicles, stops, shelters and facilities, snow clearing, 

passenger information and communication and 

driver/customer service training.  Infrastructure 

improvements (e.g. bus stop and shelter upgrade 

program) should be tied to road resurfacing or 

expansion projects where applicable. 

6.2.3 Implement a Specialized Transit Service 

The third option is to implement a Specialized Transit service for registered passengers with disabilities. 

Specialized Transit is a demand-responsive curb-to-curb service for persons that are unable to use the 

conventional transit service due to a disability. Passenger must register and be approved for the service 

based on meeting a set of eligibility criteria. Typical components of a Specialized Transit service include: 

1. An application process that allows residents to apply and register for the service, based on a 

pre-defined eligibility criteria 

2. Scheduling and dispatch staff that take trip requests and schedule shared-ride trips 

Bus stop with no sidewalk connection. No 

curb cut between paved surface and shelter 
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3. Accessible vehicle(s) that provide curb-to-curb service 

 

To estimate the potential demand and vehicle requirements for a Specialized Transit service, a peer 

review was conducted of similar-sized systems.  In the peer review, registered Specialized Transit 

registrants made up about 2.5% of the population, with each registrant making on average 28 trips 

annually. 

 

Applied to Corner Brook, this suggests that approximately 484 registrants would be eligible for a 

Specialized Transit service making 6,624 annual trips. This equates to approximately 26 daily trips, or 2.4 

trips per hour (assuming a Specialized Transit service would operate during the same hours as a 

conventional transit service).   This level of trips per hour is consistent with the peer group and could be 

achievable with one vehicle if ridership was consistent throughout the day.  Where there were spikes in 

demand, additional resources would be required or trips may be denied. 

 

There are several options the City can explore to implement a Specialized Transit service. 

1. Use of Dedicated Vehicles 

This would involve the City acquiring a dedicated accessible vehicle to provide the service. This would 

likely mean adding this service to the conventional transit service contract.  The service would likely 

operate based on an hourly rate similar to conventional transit, with a slight rate increase to: 

 

 add staff to book and schedule rides; and 

 reflect the lower ridership and passenger fares available to offset operating costs.   

 

One accessible vehicle would be required for service, with an additional vehicle required as a spare. If 

conventional transit buses were replaced with accessible vehicles, there may be an opportunity to use 

the accessible spare vehicles for both services (eliminating the need to procure a separate spare for the 

Specialized Transit service).  

2. Integrate with On Demand Service 

If an On Demand transit service replaced the existing fixed-route service, there may be an opportunity 

to integrate the two services and only add an extra vehicle during peak periods.  In this model, 

conventional On Demand customers and registered Specialized Transit customers would be able to 

share the same service. The only difference is that Specialized Transit customers would receive curb-to-

curb service while conventional On Demand customers would be pick-up and dropped-off at a transit 

stop. 

 

The model would also introduce a trip booking, schedule and fare payment tool for Specialized Transit, 

which could enhance the customer experience for certain registered Specialized Transit customers, 
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reduce the cost of customer service staff booking rides and scheduling trips, and help optimize trips to 

improve ridesharing and increase efficiencies. 

 

Table 6 shows the number of vehicles and hours of service that would be required under this model. The 

total demand column illustrates the total travel demand for all conventional transit and Specialized 

Transit trips. 

 

Table 6: Integrated On Demand Vehicle and Service Hour Requirements 

Time of Day Total Demand 
Boarding / Revenue 

Vehicle Hour 
Vehicles 
Required 

Driver A Driver B Driver C Driver D 

7am-8am 24 8 3     

8am-9am 22 7 3     

9am-10am 24 8 3     

10am-11am 27 9 3     

11am-12pm 27 9 3     

12pm-1pm 25 8 3     

1pm-2pm 25 8 3     

2pm-3pm 31 10 3     

3pm-4pm 27 9 3     

4pm-5pm 22 7 3     

5pm-6pm 14 7 2     
 

Under this model, it is estimated that the conservative operating requirements of a weekday On 

Demand service (a third vehicle operating up to six hours per day) would be sufficient to also manage 

the Specialized Transit demand (see Section 6.1.2). This would mean the cost to add Specialized Transit 

to an On Demand model would be minimal. 

3. Non-Dedicated Taxi Partnership 

This model involves contracting the Specialized Transit service to a local taxi provider to operate the 

service.  Corner Taxi has two accessible taxis, which could be used to transport persons with disabilities. 

Many municipalities contract all or part of the specialized service to the taxi industry. This can be used 

to accommodate overflow trips that cannot be accommodated using dedicated vehicles in the two 

alternatives above.  
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One of the challenges with non-dedicated service is cost control. This occurs when there is no limit on 

supply and less focus on increasing vehicle occupancy. For example, the Town of Milton Ontario 

previously contracted its entire Specialized Transit service to a taxi provider. Since the taxi provider was 

responsible for both taking trip requests and delivering trips, there was no incentive to create 

efficiencies by grouping rides. This led to increasing year-over-year costs. To adjust for this, the Town 

performed the following steps: 

 Ensured that scheduling and dispatching was organized by the conventional transit service 

operator. The purpose of this action was to set rules on trip booking, which would maximize 

ridesharing opportunities; 

 Selected 4 to 6 dedicated vehicles that were solely used for specialized service. An hourly rate 

was identified for these vehicles, therefore, setting a maximum annual operating cost; 

 Ensured that dedicated taxis were booked first. Developed Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) as 

part of the contract that included the need to maximize ride sharing; and 

 Identified a select few taxis for same day trips that cannot be accommodated by the dedicated 

fleet. This would be based on predefined budget. 

 

Since Corner Brook has a fairly large taxi industry, taxis could be used to provide Specialized Transit 

service, with the use of the existing transit contractor to book and schedule rides. 

 

Next Steps 

The next steps for Corner Brook would be to develop eligibility criteria, application process and appeals 

process. Eligibility should cover all types of disability and be based on a functional assessment and 

opportunity for third-party review. Policies and procedures would also need to be set up to define the 

service delivery model (curb-to-curb is recommended), driver training requirements and type of mobility 

devices that can be accommodated in the vehicles. 

 

Next, a Request for Proposal (RFP) should be developed and administered to contract a company to 

operate the service.  The same RFP would allow for either the taxi industry to put in a bid or a bus 

contractor. Finally, KPIs should be developed to monitor the service. KPIs should include factors that 

address service quality (e.g. trip denial) and performance (e.g. rides per revenue vehicle hour). Many of 

these are noted in the recommended Service Standards (Section 7.0). 

 

If a dedicated model is used, the cost of the service would include the purchase of a new accessible 

vehicle, which could be paid for through federal funding. To simply add an extra vehicle to the fleet, it is 

expected that the operating cost of the service would be about $241,000 annually. This would include 

the salary of a staff person for scheduling/booking, and the operating costs for one vehicle.  

 

If a non-dedicated model is used, the cost would be based on a per trip rate times the number of trips 

delivered per year. An average per-trip cost of $30 was assumed. This equals and annual cost of about 

$200,000 to $220,000. This would also include the salary of a staff person for scheduling/booking. 
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If the service was integrated with a weekday On Demand service, the cost increase would be minimal 

(approximately $50,000 to include a scheduler and dispatcher to book rides). 

6.2.4 Alignment with Guiding Principles 

The benefits and challenges of both service options are assessed below based on the guiding principles. 

 

Guiding 

Principle 

Option 1: Accessible 

Vehicles 

Option 2: Accessible Stops Option 3: Specialized 

Transit 

Accessibility  Accommodates people 

who are challenged 

using high-floor 

vehicles 

 Improves access to stops  

 

 Accommodates people 

who are unable to use 

conventional transit 

service 

Convenience  Easier to board buses 

for all passengers 

 

 Concreate surfaces more 

comfortable during 

inclement weather 

 

 N/A 

Transit Culture  New accessible vehicles 

could improve the 

perception of transit  

 

 Concreate pads helps 

improve the brand and 

permanency of transit 

 Demonstrates the City 

is addressing the needs 

of persons with 

disabilities 

Financial 

Sustainability 

 Cost of the accessible 

vehicles could be 

subsidized by a 

government grant 

 Accessibility Plan will 

require capital costs 

annually 

 High cost per passenger 

 Cost effective if 

integrated with an On 

Demand service 

6.3 Improve Wayfinding 

Transit information is available online through the City of Corner Brook website in pdf format. The 

schedule identifies major timing points associated with a route map, and arrivals at each timing point. 

 

Regular transit customers understand the schedule and routes and likely do not refer to the schedule 

often. For new transit customers, it is important to have access to transit information, including which 

routes to take and what time to be at stops. 

 

There are a couple of improvements that could be made to the schedule to improve wayfinding.  

 

1. Improve Current Schedule: While the website schedule is fairly simple and easy to understand, 

it is designed to be printed and not read on a computer (e.g. the Corner Brook logo and cover is 

upside-down, as it is designed to be printed and folded). The schedule is also not smartphone 

friendly. The City should consider creating a new schedule that can be resized to fit a 
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smartphone, tablet and computer, and can also be read by a screen reader for residents with 

vision loss or who are blind.  A revamp of the schedule could also include a link to a third-party 

trip planning tool (see below). 

 

2. Make Transit Available on Third-Party Trip Planners: There are a number of digital platforms 

available to transit customers that they can use to plan their transit trips.  These include services 

such as Google Maps and Transit App. Both apps allow customers to enter the origin and 

destination and receive directions on which bus routes to take and what time to arrive at a stop 

(based on the schedule).  

 

For this service to be available in Corner Brook, Corner Brook Transit will need to update 

General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data to Google.  This includes geo-coded data on 

routes, stops, schedules.  Uploading this data on Google will allow other third-party vendors to 

access this data and include Corner Brook in their Trip Planning application.  This offers transit 

customers an easy and convenient way to plan their trip and increases the visibility of transit for 

non-transit users that use these applications for walking or driving directions, making them 

more likely to try transit in the future. Creating the GTFS data-set can be done in-house or with 

the assistance of a third-party consultant that specialize in transit data.  

6.3.1 Alignment with Guiding Principles 

The benefits and challenges of this strategy are assessed below based on the guiding principles. 

 

Guiding Principle Improve Current Schedule Digital Transit Information 

Accessibility  Improve accessibility for persons with 

vision loss or who are blind 

 Ease of use for new passengers to 

locate vehicle and stops with open 

transit information  

Convenience  Allow persons to read schedule on 

their smartphone or tablet (don’t have 

to print it out) 

 Use of Transit App and Google will 

provide greater convenience, 

particularly for new customers 

Transit Culture  Transit seen as more current if 

available on a smartphone 

 Introduces technology to transit, which 

was something that was a top priority 

for non-transit users in the online 

resident survey 

Financial 

Sustainability 

 Some onetime IT costs to make the 

schedule and map available on 

different platforms.  

 

 Limited one-time cost to implement 

 GTFS data-set done in-house would 

require staff time  

 GTFS data-set done by a third party 

consultant would require additional 

cost (<$10,000) 
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6.1 Increase Awareness 

Corner Brook Transit does not do a lot of advertising and branding of the service. This may make certain 

members of the community unaware of the transit service, including who it is for and how to use it. 

 

There are several ways that the City can increase the awareness of Corner Brook Transit. Before doing 

so, it will be important to understand the brand and the message the City wants to convey to the 

community.  What is the role of transit? Who is it for? What is the desired outcome of advertising?  

 

Advertising and branding adds effort and cost, and it is important to have clear direction on whether an 

advertising and marketing campaign will add value relative to the effort and cost. Some potential 

options that Corner Brook Transit can explore include:  

 

1. Improve Visual Brand: The Corner Brook bus is a 

small cutaway vehicle that is white with a small 

“CBT” logo on the front. There is very little to 

distinguish this bus from a private bus carrier. 

Bus stops also do not have a lot of distinguishing 

characteristics to make it visible in the 

community for those that are unaware of the 

transit service. Creating a stronger brand that is 

more visible is something that Corner Brook 

should consider doing.  

2. Be More Visible at Community Events: Corner Brook could consider having transit buses 

available at community events or where there are potential targeted customers (e.g. beginning 

of school semester at MUN Grenfell Campus, or free rides on Clean Air Day). This visibility puts 

transit at the forefront of already planned events.  

3. Target Individual Stakeholders: Some transit systems offer travel training to targeted 

stakeholder groups such as seniors, newcomers, persons with disabilities or major employers. 

These typically involve arranging short group sessions with participants to show potential 

customers how to read a schedule, identify a stop, pay a fare and when to get off a bus at a key 

stop. In some instances, a bus is brought on site and sessions are held one-on-one.  The level of 

training is dependent on the target audience, and may involve training a volunteer trainer at a 

particular facility so they can teach their clientele.   

4. Advertise / Use Social Media: Increase number of posts on various media outlets about transit. 

Key messaging could include reporting on incidents (e.g. delays riders may experience), transit 

as an option during inclement weather conditions or potential service improvements that are 

made. This could be simple social media posts provided by a City staff member or 

advertisements in local papers and radio stations.  
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The cost/benefit and effectiveness of each of these options would need to be understood. Key 

performance indicators (KPI) for some of the larger tasks should be identified to determine the impact 

of the campaign. For example, if free transit was offered on “Clean Air Day”, the KPI should identify how 

many additional riders the campaign attracted when transit was free, and how many continued to ride 

following the event.  

 

Working with the City’s Communications Officer would be a good first step to determine the goal of 

increasing awareness, identify internal resources available, develop key messaging and KPIs. A decision 

could also be made to bring in a Marketing and Branding consultant to refresh or emphasize the brand 

and identify key priorities for marketing.  This would typically cost between $30,000 to $50,000, plus the 

cost of implementation. 

6.1.1 Alignment with Guiding Principles 

The benefits and challenges of this strategy are assessed below based on the guiding principles. 

 

Guiding Principle Increased Advertising and Improved Branding 

Accessibility  May increase awareness of service, thereby making it more accessible. 

Convenience  N/A 

Transit Culture  Increases the visibility of transit in the community and creates a positive message 

for both transit users and non-users. 

Financial Sustainability  May cost between $30,000 to $50,000 to conduct a branding refresh and targeted 

market assessment, plus additional cost to implement.  

 Significant ridership and revenue gain not anticipated, so marketing efforts should 

be focused and tied to key performance indicators. 

 

6.2 Connect to Active Transportation 

The Corner Brook Integrated Municipal 

Sustainable Plan (2012) identifies a number of 

policies that support alternative, safe and 

efficient pedestrian and cycling transportation 

systems. While Corner Brook has a number of 

cycling connections and trails, particularly 

along the waterfront, the City is also very hilly, 

which can make cycling challenging for the 

average person.   

 

Many transit systems support cycling by 

installing bike racks on buses. These are 

Source: https://www.sportworks.com/product/dl2-np 
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typically installed at the front of a bus and can hold one or two bicycles. They are typically used by 

cyclists to: 

 Access a transit route from an area that is not within walking distance of the closest stop; 

 Avoid cycling during inclement weather conditions (typically on the return trip if the weather 

changes throughout the day); and 

 Avoid cycling up a steep or long hill on one leg of their journey. 

 

Bike racks on buses are relatively inexpensive to purchase and install, with a price range of 

approximately $1,500 - $2,500 installed.  

6.2.1 Alignment with Guiding Principles 

The benefits and challenges of this strategy are assessed below based on the guiding principles. 

 

Guiding Principle Bike Racks on Buses 

Accessibility  Increase access to transit by cyclists.  

 Can be used to attract passengers that live outside of a typical walking distance to 

a transit route by allowing them to use their bike for part of their journey. 

Convenience  Increases convenience of cycling by providing an alternative option for one end of 

the trip. 

Transit Culture  Introduces transit to the cycling community. 

 Positive message of transit as part of the broader community. 

Financial Sustainability  Limited cost to purchase. 

 Will not see significant ridership/revenue growth – benefit is more quality of life 

and community perception. 

6.3 Extend Service Hours 

Feedback from the public showed a desire for both weekend service and weekday evening service. This 

section weighs the benefits and challenges of both. 

 

Many transit systems similar in size to Corner Brook offer Saturday service. Typically, Saturday service 

generates approximately 50 to 60% or ridership that would be achieved on an average weekday. 

Saturday service was previously piloted in Corner Brook, but ridership uptake was minimal (less than the 

peer average) and the service was discontinued.  There is an opportunity to reintroduce the Saturday 

service to provide access to goods, services and employment opportunities in the City. If Saturday 

service were to be provided, it is recommended that is would run between 9:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. 

 

Weekday service currently ends at 6:00 p.m. System’s the size of Corner Brook don’t typically offer 

evening service due to the lower demand. Corner Brook Transit’s last trip generates approximately 6.6 

boarding’s per revenue vehicle hour (~13 boarding’s in total), which is about half of the daily average. 
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However, there are many activities and employers that end after the 6:00 p.m. end of service time, 

which makes transit an impractical option for employees and shoppers that need to travel in the 

evening. The extension of service to 10:00 p.m. daily would allow access to transit for these markets and 

may even increase ridership during the day for residents that do not use transit because the hours of 

service do not meet their needs.   

 

Operating two fixed-route buses during the weekday evening and Saturday periods would not be the 

best use of system resources given the lower ridership.  If weekday evening or Saturday service is 

implemented, it is recommended that an On Demand service be piloted using one bus to start. This 

would minimize the level of investment and allow the City to test the On Demand concept for potential 

conversation of the weekday day-time service.  

 

Table 7 illustrates the potential ridership, cost and revenue for both service extension options. If service 

were to exceed these thresholds, an additional vehicle may be required. 

 

Table 7:  Weekday Evening and Saturday Service Requirements 

 Weekday Evening Saturday 

Hourly Ridership Demand 8-12 8-14 

Hours per Day 4 9 

Annual Hours (one vehicle) 1,000 500 

Annual Ridership 8,000 – 12,000 3,700 – 6,500 

Annual Revenue $12,500 - $18,700 $5,800 - $10,200 

Annual Operating Cost $85,000 $40,000 

Annual Software Cost $12,000 - $15,000 $12,000 - $15,000 

6.3.1 Alignment with Guiding Principles 

The benefits and challenges of this strategy are assessed below based on the guiding principles. 

 

Guiding Principle Weekday Evening / Saturday 

Accessibility  Extended hours provides greater ability to access jobs, goods and services 

Convenience  On Demand service may reduce travel times when demand is low 

Transit Culture  Use of transit technology a key priority for non-transit customers 

 May increase weekday day-time ridership if transit available during longer 

periods/days 

 Opportunity to test passenger buy-in of On Demand transit without replacing existing 

fixed-route service 

Financial 

Sustainability 

 On Demand transit with one bus more cost effective than two-bus fixed-route model 
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6.4 Reduce Operating Costs 

There were limited opportunities identified to reduce operating costs without sacrificing quality of 

service. The existing two-bus fixed-route service already operates at an hourly headway, with only 

weekday day-time service provided. Any reductions in service levels and number of vehicles would 

significantly reduce the quality and convenience of the service for customers. 

The service is currently contracted to a private sector operator. While Corner Brook Transit’s average 

hourly cost of the service is higher than its peers, it is difficult to make a direct comparison as local 

factors are different in each municipality and may influence the overage price (e.g. cost of fuel, labour, 

local competition). 

 

Three actions that Corner Brook could take to reduce cost were explored: 

 

1. Operate Service In-house: A preliminary review of this option was explored. Most transit 

system’s the size of Corner Brook contract out transit services to a private sector operator. This 

is due to the high level of oversight and staff time required to bring the service within a 

municipal department. This includes an increased role for management, human resources, 

payroll and IT.  The municipality would also be responsible for retaining drivers, maintenance 

staff and facility to store and maintain vehicles. The move to bring service in-house is typically 

done to better integrate transit into other department plans, rather than for cost savings. For 

this reason, maintaining a contracted public transit service continues to be recommended. 

 

2. City to Keep Passenger Fares: Under the current contract, the operator of the bus service keeps 

the passenger fare.  The contract rate is adjusted to reflect this revenue source received by the 

operator. There are both benefits and challenges with this model: 

Benefits 

 Results in a reduced hourly rate in the contract (anticipated passenger fare are used to 

offset operating costs and result in a lower hourly rate); 

 The operator is incentivized to provide good customer service as increased ridership results 

in a higher profit margin; 

 City does not need to invest in time and cost of cash handling (including emptying fare 

boxes daily, counting and auditing fares and taking cash to the bank); and 

 City has a consistent budget with no fluctuations that arise from changes to ridership (e.g. 

ridership and revenue dropped significantly due to the COVID-19 pandemic). 

Challenges 

 Strategies that grow ridership will not result in a reduced cost to the City until the contract 

is up for renewal with the potential to be negotiated. 

Based on the above, it is recommended that the City maintain the existing model where the 

contractor maintain passenger fares.  To maintain fairness, an adjustment to the contract should 
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be considered where the contracted rate increases or decreased based on certain 

ridership/revenue thresholds being reached. This will protect the operator in periods of 

significant ridership loss and reduce the hourly rate when the City is investing in service that 

results in higher ridership growth. 

 

3. Purchase and Lease Buses: The contractor currently uses its own buses to operate service. In 

these situations, the cost of the buses is amortized over the life of the contract and included as 

part of the hourly rate.  One option to reduce the hourly rate is for the City to procure its own 

vehicles and lease them to the contractor to operate, store and maintain over the life of the 

contract. This could reduce the hourly contract rate by 10 – 15%. Opportunities to partially or 

fully fund these vehicles provincial or federal grants or funding should be explored (see Section 

8.3 on Funding opportunities).  

6.4.1 Alignment with Guiding Principles 

The benefits and challenges of this strategy are assessed below based on the guiding principles. 

 

Guiding 

Principle 

Maintain Contracted 

Operations 

Maintain Revenue with 

Contractor 

Purchase and Lease 

Buses to Contractor 

Accessibility  N/A   N/A   Potential to purchase 

accessible buses  

Convenience  N/A  N/A  N/A 

Transit 

Culture 

 Contracted operations 

can by more nimble to 

respond to innovation 

than unionized 

environments 

 Contractor incentivized 

to provide better 

customer service 

 N/A 

Financial 

Sustainability 

 Typically lower cost than 

in-house operated 

service for a City the size 

of Corner Brook 

 

 No effort or cost from 

City to collect and 

reconcile passenger fares 

 Costs are consistent and 

do not fluctuate with 

revenue 

 Potential to save 10-

15% in operating costs. 

 Capital can be fully or 

partially subsidized by 

provincial or federal 

funding 

6.5 Fare Policy and Platforms 

6.5.1 Fare Prices 

The online resident survey showed that residents are generally satisfied with transit fares in Corner 

Brook. Fares were compared with Corner Brook’s peer systems and with the City of St. John’s (to provide 

a local comparison). This is illustrated in Table 8. Fare classes are generally comparable, with for adults 

and students are less expensive in Corner Brook, while senior fares are slightly higher. 
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Table 8: Peer Review of Passenger Fares 

Type Media Corner Brook Metrobus (St. 

John’s, Paradise, 

Mount Pearl) 

Peer Systems 

(Average)2 

Cash 

Adult / Senior / 

Student 

$2.50 $2.50 $2.63 

Child $1.25 $2.00 $2.25 

Tickets and Multi-

Ride Pass1 

(Expressed per Trip) 

Adult $2.20 $2.25 $2.03 

Senior $2.00 $1.80 $1.77 

Student  $2.00 $1.80 $1.55 

Child - $1.80 $1.77 

Monthly Pass 

Adult $70.00 $78.00 $71.65 

Senior $55.00 $53.00 $53.34 

Student  $55.003 $53.00 $48.00 

Child - $53.00 $48.00 

Semester Pass Student $220.00 $275.00 $209.60 
1 Note: 10-Ride Pass used in St. John’s and 5-Ride Pass in Corner Brook 

 

Given that there was little negative feedback on fare prices and the guiding principle of financial 

sustainability, a reduction in fares is not recommended.  

 

The impact of a fare increase was also assessed. Monthly passes for adults is lower than the peer 

average and the City of St. John’s, but service levels are also not as convenient. The additional revenue 

gained from a fare increase would be negligible and would be kept by the contractor. To put this in 

context, if fares were increased by 50%, ridership would likely decrease by 15% and revenue would 

increase by $25,000.  This amount of money would not be enough to significantly improve service levels. 

6.5.2 Fare Categories 

One adjustment that is recommended is to consider changing the $55 monthly 50 ride card for students. 

In order to be more consistent and easily understood by customers, this could be changed to a monthly 

pass. This is anticipated to have minimal impact to revenue. 

6.5.2.1 Provincial Low-Income Transit Pass Pilot Program 

In the Fall of 2020, the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador initiated a two-year pilot program to 

provide Metrobus or GoBus passes to income support recipients in the metro St. John’s area (St. John’s, 

Mount Pearl and Paradise).  Passes are sent my mail to approximately 8,500 individuals in receipt of 

income support living in the metro St. John’s area to use the transit service.   

                                                           
2 Fare categories and eligibility vary by agency. 
3 Refers to the Student 50 Ride Card. 
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The Province provides a partial subsidy to Metrobus, based on the estimated use of each pass and the 

potential loss in revenue. The pass is loaded onto a smartcard, which allows Metrobus to track its use, 

reduce the potential for fraud, and report back to the Province. The smartcard is a current system that is 

already in use by Metrobus.   

 

During the engagement process, the Province approached the City of Corner Brook about the 

opportunity of expanding the Low-Income pass pilot to Corner Brook residents.  The program would be 

eligible for approximately 1,000 residents in the City. 

 

One of the challenges of this program is that the existing paper pass fare media does not provide the 

City or the Province the ability to monitor the use of the pass without identifying the passenger as a low-

income resident to the bus operator. There is also a higher potential for fraud. This limits the Province’s 

ability to test the effectiveness of the program in Corner Brook. 

 

A potential solution would be to implement a smartcard system similar to the one in place in the City of 

St. John’s. This is explored in more detailed below. 

6.5.3 Fare Media 

Corner Brook Transit currently accepts cash fares and paper passes that can be purchased at several 

locations throughout the city. New fare payment technologies such as smart cards and mobile fare 

payments have been introduced in transit systems across Canada. Technology can make fare payment 

easier for the customer by limiting reliance on cash and providing a reloadable platform. For the transit 

system, these fare payment tools can also collect useful data on ridership that can be used to better 

plan the system.  

 

Transit systems the size of Corner Brook do not typically invest in fare technology due to the high set-up 

costs and annual maintenance fees. The return on investment in this is minimal given the high costs. 

 

Two alternative options are available for Corner Brook Transit to invest in fare technology.  

 

1. Mobile Fare Payment: If Corner Brook were to invest in an On Demand service, a mobile fare 

payment option would be included for transit customer. This would allow customer to book and 

pay for their ride while booking the trip using their mobile phone or computer. Passenger would 

need to show proof of payment using their phone when boarding a vehicle. 
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2. Smart Card Partnership with Metrobus: Metrobus (St. John’s, Paradise and Mount Pearl) 

currently uses a smartcard called “M-Card” The M-Card allows passenger to load money on the 

card, which is deducted from the card each time they u se the service. Over the next few 

months, M-Card will be transitioning to an account-based system, which will provide more 

flexibility in case of lost or stolen cards and allow the card to be used on taxi cabs which are 

used for their specialized transit service (GoBus). It also allows Corner Brook to accept future 

mobile fare payment and credit card transactions.  There is an opportunity to partner with 

Metrobus and use the same smartcard platform. The benefit of the partnership is that Corner 

Brook can use the same backend software without building it themselves and rely on the 

experience of an existing transit system to 

help develop the user interface. This would 

considerably reduce the cost of investing in 

a third-party smartcard service, while being 

able to tailor the card to the Corner Brook 

Transit brand and unique needs. The 

anticipated cost would be between $75,000 

and $100,000 to set up the smartcard. This 

would include on-board equipment and set-

up. Ongoing maintenance fees of 

approximately $3,000 would be in place. 

There is an opportunity to approach the 

province for funding of the smartcard 

system to allow Corner Brook to participate 

in the Low Income Transit Pass Program.  

  

Example of Smartcard used by Metrobus. 

Source:https://www.metrobus.com/mcard/bootstrap/

pages/landing.html 
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6.5.4 Alignment with Guiding Principles 

The benefits and challenges of this strategy are assessed below based on the guiding principles. 

 

Guiding 

Principle 

Change 50-Ride Card to 

Monthly Pass 

Low-Income Transit Pass 

Program 

Smartcard Partnership 

Accessibility  N/A   Increases affordability to 

low-income residents   

 Allow Corner Brook to 

participate in the Low-

Income Transit Pass 

Program  

Convenience  N/A  N/A  More convenient than 

pass and cash 

Transit Culture  Simplifies the pass and 

makes it easier to 

understand and 

consistent as students 

become adults 

 Improve quality of life for 

low-income residents  

 Technology was identified 

as the top improvement 

to transit for non-riders 

Financial 

Sustainability 

 N/A 

 

 Potential to increase 

ridership and revenue and 

reduce contract rate for 

future contracts 

 Low cost solution that 

allows Transit to 

participate in Low-Income 

Transit Pass Program 
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7.0 Service Standards 

Service standards provide a consistent and fair evaluation of both existing and proposed services, and 

establish a framework for guiding decisions on how to best serve  customers’ diverse travel needs within 

prevailing budgetary and resource limits. The standards discussed in this section are intended to provide 

guidelines governing the planning and design of the transit service for the Corner Brook Transit system. 

They identify the definitions and details of the standards and how they are used in decision making, to 

ensure that as much as possible, transit services provide a quality level of service to customers, meet the 

broader objectives of the City, and are balanced with the desire to operate effective and efficient 

services.   

 

The service standards are identified for conventional fixed-route service. If Corner Brook implements a 

different transit service model (e.g. specialized or On Demand transit), these service standards should be 

updated.  

 

It is recommended that the City adopt service standards as a formal document to use to guide service 

design and monitoring. 

7.1 Service Design Standards  

7.1.1 Proximity to Transit  

The Proximity to Service standard is meant to address the accessibility of transit by targeting a maximum 

walking distance that a customer will have to travel to reach a transit stop. Corner Brook will design a 

service within the City, where economically and operationally feasible, so that this standard is met. 

 

The maximum walking distance to the closest transit stop within the Urban Area will be 400 metres for 

at least 80% of residences and/or businesses. 

 

For major retail centres, post-secondary schools, high schools, hospitals, large medical centres and 

seniors’ residences, the maximum walking distance to a transit stop will be 200 metres.  

7.1.2 Hours of Service 

Corner Brook Transit will provide service on all weekdays of the year, except on designated statutory 

holidays. Service will generally operate between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. These represent minimum 

hours of service, and service can be operated beyond these hours if they meet minimum service 

utilization targets. 
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7.1.3 Frequency of Service 

Fixed-route transit services will operate with a maximum headway of 60 minutes. If a fixed-route 

operating at the maximum headway falls below the minimum service utilization target, the route should 

be modified or consideration should be made to change the route to an On Demand service. If both 

options are not feasible and do not result in an improved service and/or service utilization level, the 

maximum headway should be maintained and other efforts will be undertaken to increase ridership. 

7.1.4 Booking Window (Notice) 

For specialized transit or On Demand transit services, notice (booking window) is required to mobilize 

and optimize the vehicle to deliver the trip and accommodate similar shared-ride trips that may be 

requested at the same time. 

 

For specialized transit trips, trips should be booked the day prior to the requested day of travel. While 

every attempt will be made to accommodate same day trip requests, these fall outside of the booking 

window standard. If an On Demand service is implemented, the maximum trip booking window should 

also be 60 minutes.  

7.1.5 Accessibility 

All conventional transit buses used to operate the service should be wheelchair accessible vehicles. This 

will be implemented as existing buses reach the end of their lifecycle and are replaced.  The preference 

is to use low-floor accessible vehicles. 

 

Specialized or On Demand transit services may use other types of smaller non-accessible vehicles as long 

as an accessible vehicle can be reasonably made available upon request during the span of service.  

 

Only mobility aids that are appropriately sized and can safely fit on transit buses and other vehicles will 

be accommodated.  This information will be posted on the Corner Brook website and made available to 

residents. 

 

The downtown transit terminal will be barrier free and accessible.  

 

New or reconverted bus stops and bus stop amenities and shelters will also be designed to meet 

accessibility requirements.  

 

An accessible transit stop will have the following as a minimum: 

 A hard surface for boarding and alighting; and 

 A hard surface connection to the sidewalk and the closest intersection, with curb cuts. 

Snow clearing should be prioritized on arterial roads with transit routes where possible. 
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7.2 Performance Measures 

Performance measures are used to set desired and achievable goals for the performance of the service 

and permit evaluation on how well these goals are met. The following section provides guidance on 

overall performance of the system in terms of the effectiveness of the service provided and the 

customer experience. 

7.2.1 Trip Denials/ Missed Trips 

Missed trips occur when a customer is waiting at a bus stop for a scheduled service and their trip cannot 

be accommodated due to: 

 Significant delays (vehicle is operating significantly behind schedule, resulting in the vehicle 

missing a scheduled trip); or 

 Incidents or unplanned maintenance (vehicle is pulled from service due to an incident or 

unplanned maintenance, with no back-up vehicle available to accommodate the scheduled trip). 

 

On fixed-routes, Corner Brook Transit will strive to have less than 1% of monthly trips being missed due 

to significant delays or incidents or unplanned maintenance. 

 

On Specialized Transit or On Demand transit, trip denials occur if the customer’s trip request made 

within the recommended booking window cannot be accommodated. This is typically due to a lack of 

available vehicles during the operating period. 

 

If these services are implemented, Corner Brook Transit will strive to have less than two percent of trips 

booked within permitted booking window reported that they cannot be accommodated up to half hour 

before or after the time requested. 

7.2.2 Customer Comfort / Vehicle Occupancy 

The customer comfort / vehicle occupancy standard monitors crowding on vehicles. This standard is 

used to guide to increase service frequency over and above the maximum headway standard. If the 

acceptable customer comfort guidelines are consistently exceeded, corrective actions can include 

adding trips to the schedule (one time or frequency improvement) and/or restructuring the service to 

distribute demand between routes. 

 

To maximize customer comfort, transit vehicles should not exceed 125% of seated capacity in all time 

periods.  

 

For Specialized Transit and On Demand service vehicles, no standing customers will be permitted.  
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7.2.3 Schedule Reliability 

Schedule reliability is an important factor for customers’ satisfaction with the service.  If a vehicle arrives 

at the scheduled stop early, there is a very real possibility that the customer will miss their trip. They will 

generally be forgiving if the transit vehicle is a few minutes late, but very unforgiving if it is early, 

particularly if they miss their scheduled trip entirely and have to wait another 60 minutes for the next 

scheduled vehicle to arrive. 

 

Corner Brook Transit should strive to have all buses depart from timed/scheduled stops 0 minutes early 

to 3 minutes late, 95% of the time. 

 

This information is difficult to collect without real-time bus information technology.  Until this 

technology is implemented, Corner Brook Transit should conduct periodic annual audits of bus 

operations. 

 

For Specialized or On Demand transit services, vehicles should arrives within the pre-defined pick-up 

window and arrive at the customer’s destination within the pre-defined drop-off time 95% of the time. 

7.2.4 Service Utilization 

Service Utilization measures the effectiveness of the application of the system’s resources. This is based 

on a minimum number of customer boarding’s per revenue vehicle hour that need to be achieved. 

 

Corner Brook Transit will strive to achieve a minimum of 10 boarding’s per revenue vehicle hour during 

the standard operating period.   

 

If service is provided on weekday evenings or weekends (recognizing the lower travel demand during 

these periods), the service will achieve a minimum of 7 boarding’s per revenue vehicle hour. 

 

On Demand services should be considered when the minimum service utilization targets are not met. 

 

If a Specialized Transit service is implemented, a minimum of 2 boarding’s per revenue vehicle hour 

should be met during standard operating hours. 
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8.0 Implementation and Financial Plan  

A staging implementation plan was developed for the first five years of the service. Highlights are 

provided below. 

8.1 Staging Plan 

Short term priorities are a combination of quick wins and staged actions the City of Corner Brook can 

perform in the next two years. Medium-term priorities happen in the final few years of the five-year 

plan and may require further review of the success of the short-term actions. Table 9 illustrates the 

priority recommendations by year and next steps that should be undertaken with each. It should be 

noted that these are recommended priorities, and each action should be approved by Council prior to 

moving forward.  

 

Table 9: Five Year Implementation Plan 

Action Next Steps 

YEAR 1  

1. Implement the 

modified fixed-route 

service as illustrated in 

Figure 14 

 

 Test the modified routes with the contractor to confirm on-time 

performance 

 Enter into discussions with taxi contract for the Trans-Cab service. Negotiate 

a per trip rate 

 Identify a transfer point for the Trans-Cab service 

 Install new transit stops on a paved surface where necessary 

 Advertise the new structure 

2. Implement the 

Provincial Low-Income 

Transit Pass Pilot 

Program 

 Initiate discussions with the Province to implement Provincial Low-Income 

Transit Pass Pilot Program. Include in the discussion the opportunity for the 

province to fully or partially fund a smartcard to allow the City and Province 

to track use of the program 

 Initiate discussion on smartcard if funding available 

3. Create the GTFS data-

set to enhance trip 

planning capabilities 

 Create GTFS data files and upload to Google 

 Promote use of trip planning data on third-party apps on website once in 

place 

4. Increase awareness of 

transit 

 Work with City Communications Officer to review Corner Brook Transit 

brand and discuss different actions to improve brand awareness and 

marketing 

 Discuss how to communicate changes to the route structure 

 Consider hiring a Marketing and Branding consulting firm develop a refresh 

the brand and create a marketing and awareness campaign. 

5. Create a digital 

schedule that is 

smartphone friendly 

 Work with City IT staff to create a digital schedule that is smartphone and 

screen reader friendly 
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Action Next Steps 

YEAR 2  

6. Purchase accessible 

buses 

 Identify funding opportunities from the province to purchase accessible 

buses (Federation of Canadian Municipalities Pilot and Capital 

Transportation Projects Fund) 

 Change existing contract to include accessible buses leased to contractor and 

issue RFP for operation 

7. Bike racks on buses  Purchase and install bike racks on buses 

 Provide training to drivers and maintenance staff (contractor) 

 Develop and place video on how to use bike racks and place on Transit 

webpage 

8. Conduct an 

Accessibility Transit 

Audit 

 Hire a third-party consultant to conduct an Accessibility Audit of transit fleet, 

stops, infrastructure, customer service and communications 

 Identify budget each year to make transit services more accessible 

9. Implement a 

specialized transit 

service for persons 

with disabilities 

 Conduct further review and develop detailed implementation plan to 

implement a Specialized Transit service. This may involve retaining outside 

assistance to help develop policies and practices and an implementation 

plan. 

 Develop and RFP for a contractor to operate a Specialized Transit service. 

This should be based on one dedicated vehicle or the use of non-dedicated 

taxi vehicles (with cost constraints in place) 

 Develop eligibility criteria, and application and appeals process 

 Confirm internal staffing requirements  

10. Trial an On Demand 

weekday evening 

service for one year 

 Write an RFP for an On Demand technology provider and issue to market.  

Service should be delivered by one dedicated vehicle using transit operator 

or equivalent of non-dedicated vehicles 

 Monitor results and assess whether service should be continued or 

expanded 

11. Expand Trans-Cab 

service  

 Explore potential to expand Trans-Cab service to O’Connell Drive along 

Sunnyslope Drive if Trans-Cab concept is successful 

YEAR 3-5  

12. Pilot weekday daytime 

conventional service, 

if the On Demand 

evening service trial is 

successful 

 

 Assess results of the On Demand evening service and potential to replace 

the day-time service with a similar On Demand service 

 Use On Demand technology provider providing the evening service to 

simulate vehicle requirement for a day-time service, including integration 

with Specialized Transit service 

 Issue RFP if warranted or extend existing On Demand contract 

 Develop and implementation a communications and driver training plan if 

implemented 

13. Implement On 

Demand Saturday 

Service trial 

 Implement On Demand service on Saturdays if evening and weekday service 

is successful 
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8.2 Financial Plan 

Table 10 presents the estimated operating cost of the plan. Note that the costs identified below are 

based on existing contracted rates and estimated unit costs and do not include the potential to off-set 

from funding sources noted below. For context, the annual cost of operating the existing service is 

$468,774.50 over a five-year period.  

 

Table 10: Five-Year Operating Cost (Additional) 

Recommendation Notes Year 1 Year 2 Year 3-5 

Implement the modified 

fixed-route service as 

illustrated in Figure 14. 

Annual Trans-Cab cost $15,000 - 

$40,000 

$15,000 - 

$40,000 

 

Anticipated growth in fare revenue ($9,500)  ($14,300)  

Expand Trans-Cab service  $15,000 -

$40,000 

 

Purchase Accessible 

Buses 

Operating cost savings (10-15% of 

contract) 

 ($50,000 - 

$75,000)  

($50,000 - 

$75,000) 

Implement a Specialized 

Transit service for 

persons with disabilities 

Annual operating cost   $200,000 - 

$241,000 

$50,000 

Anticipated fare revenue  ($8,500) ($8,500) 

Increase Awareness of 

Transit 

Transit passes, social media, etc. $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 

Implement the Provincial 

Low-Income Transit Pass 

Pilot Program 

Smartcard (annual maintenance 

fees) 

$3,000 $3,000 $3,000 

Trial an On Demand 

weekday evening service 

Annual operating cost  $128,000 $128,000 

Software cost per vehicle  $12,000 - 

$18,000 

$12,000 - 

$18,000 

Anticipated fare revenue  ($12,500) ($18,700) 

Pilot weekday daytime 

conventional service, if 

the On Demand evening 

service trial is successful 

Change in annual operating cost   $64,000 -

$128,000 

Additional software cost per vehicle   $24,000 – 

$36,000 

Anticipated growth in fare revenue   ($14,300 - 

$19,000) 

Implement On Demand 

Saturday Service trial 

Annual operating cost   $40,000 

Anticipated fare revenue   ($5,800 - 

$10,200) 

TOTAL  $18,500-

$43,500 

$297,700 -

$369,700 

$233,700-

$281,600 

  

It should be noted that the annual additional operating cost from the base-year is lower in the medium-

term due to the cost savings of integrating the On Demand and Specialized Transit service together. 
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One-time capital costs of the plan are identified in Table 11.  As noted in Section 8.3, the City of Corner 

Brook has approximately $1,000,000 million available in funds from the Investing in Canada 

Infrastructure Program (ICIP). To receive this money, they are required to pay 26.67% of capital 

requirements. If this were applied to all the costs in Table 11, approximately $159,000-$260,000 would 

be funded by the City, with the rest funded through the federal government. This is an estimate that will 

need to be confirmed as eligibility and funding rules are formalized. 

 

Table 11: Capital Costs 

Recommendation Notes Year 1 Year 2 Year 3-5 

Purchase accessible Buses Four buses assumed 

($75,000 to $125,000 each) 

$300,000 - 

$500,000 

  

Install new bus stops Assume $100 per stop $2,500 – 

$3,500 

  

Install bike racks on buses Assume $1,500 to $2,500 

installed (3 buses) 

 $4,500 - 

$7,500 

 

Conduct an Accessibility 

Transit Audit 

Cost of study $30,000 - 

$50,000 

  

Annual budget for 

accessibility improvements  

 $20,000 - 

$40,000 

$20,000 - 

$40,000 

Implement a Specialized 

Transit service for persons 

with disabilities 

On-going implementation 

assistance 

$25,000 - 

$30,000 

  

Purchase accessible vehicle 

(potential federal funding) 

 $75,000 - 

$125,000 

 

Implement the Provincial 

Low-Income Transit Pass 

Pilot program 

Smartcard initial capital fee 

(potential provincial 

funding) 

$75,000 - 

$100,000 

  

Increase awareness of 

transit 

Retain branding and 

marketing firm 

$30,000 - 

$50,000 

  

Create the GTFS data-set to 

enhance trip planning 

capabilities 

Low – if conducted by staff 

High - If conducted by 

outside firm 

$0 - $8,000    

Trial an On Demand 

weekday evening service for 

one year 

Cost for On-Demand 

software 

 $20,000 - 

$30,000 

 

TOTAL  $462,500 -

$741,500 

$115,000 -

$195,000 

$20,000 - 

$40,000 

ESTIMATED CITY-SHARE1  $123,349 -

$197,758 

$30,671 -

$52,007 

$5,334 - 

$10,668 
1Note: Section 8.3 notes that City will need to pay for 26.67% of cost as part of ICIP Program. This also assumes all 

capital costs are eligible. 
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8.3 Funding Options   

Funding is a key step to ensuring that the proposed changes to the network can be supported. Three 

funding options have been identified. A conversation with the grant application screener early on in the 

process will help clearly identify a path forward.  

 

1. Infrastructure Canada Funding - Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program (ICIP) 

The Federal Government has created the Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program (ICIP), 

which plans to invest $180 billion over twelve years (2016-2028) for infrastructure projects. 

Through the subsidiary Public Transit Infrastructure Fund, $28.7 billion has been allocated to 

public transit in communities across Canada. An initial $3.4 billion was invested from 2016-2019. 

In 2017, the remaining $25.3 billion was invested for the 2017-2028 period. This public transit 

funding stream provides municipalities with capital funding to address infrastructure projects 

such as new construction, expansion, and improvement (i.e. purchase of buses).  

 

Newfoundland and Labrador has been allocated $555.9 million, with $109.1 million dedicated to 

public transit. Corner Brook has been allotted $2.2 million until 2025. A portion of this funding 

has already been used (~$1 million). Once funding is approved for a project by the Federal (PTIF) 

and Provincial governments, the City is required to contribute a maximum of 26.67% to help 

fund the project.  

 

The 2021-2022 application period closed in November 2020. The next round of applications has 

not been disclosed. After receiving the complete application, the project can be approved in 3 

months. 

 

2. Federation of Canadian Municipalities - Pilot and Capital Transportation Projects 

The Federation of Canadian Municipalities provides funding opportunities to municipalities for 

various different projects and plans. The Green Municipal Fund offers two funding streams for 

public transit that could be applicable to Corner Brook Transit.  

 

The first funding opportunity is for pilot projects. The pilot funding offers up to $500,000 to 

cover up to 50% of eligible costs. It is noted that municipalities with a population under 20,000 

people may be eligible for up to 80% coverage. Applications are accepted throughout the year. 

The FCM prefers projects that have transformative potential, such as significant performance 

improvements (i.e. improved levels of service), achieve greater environmental benefits, and a 

high likelihood of being replicated if successful. This could be an opportunity to apply for 

funding for the ongoing operating costs for an On Demand evening pilot or the Smartcard. 

 

The second funding stream is for capital projects. This opportunity provides loans and grants 

categorized as either regular or high-ranking. The regular option provides a combined low-

https://fcm.ca/en/funding/gmf/pilot-project-transportation-networks-commuting-options
https://fcm.ca/en/funding/gmf/capital-project-transportation-networks-commuting-options
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interest loan of up to $5 million and grant worth up to 15% of the loan. The loan and grant can 

cover up to 80% of the eligible costs. Conversely, the high-ranking option offers a combined low-

interest loan of up to $10 million and grant worth up to 15% of the loan. The loan and grant can 

cover up to 80% of the eligible costs. Examples of the capital projects could include, ridesharing 

and on demand solutions. The capital projects need to either, reduce the number of vehicles on 

the road/the number of kilometres travelled, or create a modal shift.  

 

3. Federal Transit Fund 

At the beginning of 2021, the Federal government announced a permanent transit fund. The 

Government of Canada has planned to invest more than $14.9 billion over the next eight years 

for communities across the country. The funding will begin in 2026/2027.The goal of the funding 

is to provide a more predictable and sustainable funding source for transit agencies. There is a 

specific focus on rural, remote, and small communities, which are challenged with low ridership 

and municipal funding. More information about the funding details and application process will 

be available later this year. 

 

It should be noted that ongoing federal funding for transit service may further offset transit operating 

costs starting in 2026. This will help reduce the municipal share of service improvements in future years. 

8.4 Understanding the Need for Investment 

Even with an increase in revenue from ridership growth, net operating costs and capital costs will 

continue to increase each year. When assessing the business case for this investment in transit, it is 

important to understand two key factors: 

 

1. While investment is immediate, it takes time to change established travel patterns. 

The cost of investing in service has an instantaneous impact on municipal budgets. To attract 

more residents to use transit and existing customers to use transit more often, improvements in 

service levels (e.g. providing evening service) are necessary to improve the quality of life of 

residents that require public transit. While all these improvements are, changes in travel 

behaviour take time. 

 

2. Ridership and revenue are not the only measures of success. 

Increasing transit ridership has other benefits that are not included in the operating and capital 

budgets noted in Tables 10 and 11. Investment in transit help achieve other important goals, 

including: 

 

 reducing GHG emissions from single-occupant vehicle travel;  

 improving public health;  

 reducing unemployment and improving economic competitiveness;  
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 providing mobility for persons with disabilities; 

 allowing senior’s to age in place; and  

 enhancing Corner Brook’s quality of life.  

 

Similar to investments in health care and education, investment in transit benefits all Corner 

Brook residents, even those who do not use the service.
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A Engagement Survey 
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Engagement Survey 
 

A total of 483 respondents completed the engagement survey. The summary of the survey results are 

presented below.  

 

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 

1. Where do you live? 
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2. Identify the top three destinations within Corner Brook you travel to (by any mode of transport) 

on a typical weekday?   

     

Murphy Square 531 303 48.02% 145 23.81% 83 14.04% 

Western Memorial Regional 
Hospital 

133 61 9.67% 43 7.06% 29 4.91% 

Corner Brook Regional High 
School 

23 7 1.11% 10 1.64% 6 1.02% 

Memorial University Grenfell 
Campus 

114 54 8.56% 28 4.60% 32 5.41% 

College of the North Atlantic - 
Corner Brook Campus 

28 9 1.43% 8 1.31% 11 1.86% 

Service Canada Centre ( Joseph 
R. Smallwood Building) 

10 4 0.63% 2 0.33% 4 0.68% 

Corner Brook Plaza  352 53 8.40% 172 28.24% 127 21.49% 

Valley Mall 233 41 6.50% 96 15.76% 96 16.24% 

Mill Brook Mall 59 16 2.54% 21 3.45% 22 3.72% 

Sir Richard Squires Building 
(Provincial Government) 

14 2 0.32% 3 0.49% 9 1.52% 

Corner Brook Arts and Culture 
Centre 

9 0 0.00% 2 0.33% 7 1.18% 

Margaret Bowater Park 56 11 1.74% 19 3.12% 26 4.40% 

Corner Brook Civic Centre 42 8 1.27% 9 1.48% 25 4.23% 

Corner Brook Long Term Care 
Home 

40 10 1.58% 10 1.64% 20 3.38% 

Other 187 52 8.24% 41 6.73% 94 15.91% 

 

3. Have you used Corner Brook Transit in the past 8 months?   
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SECTION 2: TRANSIT USERS 

4. What is the primary purpose of the most frequent trips you make on Corner Brook Transit? 

(select all that apply) 

 
 

5. What are your top three reasons for using Corner Brook Transit? 

 Reasons Average 1 2 3 

Transit is more affordable than driving 1.83 48 22.22% 30 15.15% 30 16.67% 

Riding transit is comfortable/relaxing 2.13 6 2.78% 15 7.58% 10 5.56% 

Transit service is convenient 1.96 20 9.26% 16 8.08% 18 10.00% 

Taking transit is better for the 
environment 

2.30 11 5.09% 26 13.13% 32 17.78% 

Taking transit allows me to avoid driving 
during winter weather 

2.09 14 6.48% 20 10.10% 19 10.56% 

I do not have a driver’s license 1.53 60 27.78% 28 14.14% 13 7.22% 

I do not have access to a car 1.80 50 23.15% 47 23.74% 26 14.44% 

I have a disability that prevents me 
from driving 

2.67 0 0.00% 3 1.52% 6 3.33% 

Other 2.41 7 3.24% 13 6.57% 26 14.44% 

 

 

  

23%

3% 9%

33%
17% 15%

Travel to/from
work

Travel to/from
secondary

school

Travel to/from
post-secondary

school (e.g.
Grenfell or

CONA)

Travel to/from
shopping or

services

Travel to/from
medical

appointments

Travel to/from
personal visits,

dining, or
entertainment
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6. How satisfied are you with the following elements of Corner Brook Transit? 

 
 

 
 

 
 

34% 31% 28%
6% 0%

Excellent Good Fair Poor Not Applicable

Cost of Bus Fares ($2.50 cash)

6%
18%

32%
42%

2%

Excellent Good Fair Poor Not Applicable

Frequency of Service (hourly)

6% 10%
21%

60%

3%

Excellent Good Fair Poor Not Applicable

Hours of Service (weekdays 7:00am to 6:00pm)
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13%
27%

39%
21%

0%
Excellent Good Fair Poor Not Applicable

Travel Time (on bus)

18%

43%
27%

12%
0%

Excellent Good Fair Poor Not Applicable

Reliability (buses are on-time)

24%
43%

28%
5% 1%

Excellent Good Fair Poor Not Applicable

Seat Availability
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24%
33% 27%

15%
0%

Excellent Good Fair Poor Not Applicable

Walking Distance to Bus Stop 

35% 35%
17% 10% 3%

Excellent Good Fair Poor Not Applicable

Customer Service Provided by Bus Drivers 

21%

46%
26%

5% 2%

Excellent Good Fair Poor Not Applicable

Comfort of the Ride
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7. In order of priority (1 to 5), identify the top five improvements that you would like to see on 

Corner Brook Transit that would allow you to use the service more often?  

  Average 1 2 3 4 5 

No improvements 

required - the 

service works for me 

2.39 13 5.99% 5 2.38% 3 1.48% 0 0.00% 7 4.02% 

Operate more 

frequently (bus 

currently arrives 

every hour) 

2.39 57 26.27% 29 13.81% 31 15.27% 22 11.76% 14 8.05% 

Provide service on 

weekends (currently 

operates on 

weekdays only) 

1.83 85 39.17% 73 34.76% 14 6.90% 9 4.81% 7 4.02% 

18%
30% 25% 26%

1%

Excellent Good Fair Poor Not Applicable

Availability of Route & Schedule Information

10%

36% 38%

14%
1%

Excellent Good Fair Poor Not Applicable

Overall Service
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  Average 1 2 3 4 5 

Extend service later 

into the evenings on 

weekdays (currently 

ends at 6:00pm) 

2.44 32 14.75% 65 30.95% 68 33.50% 12 6.42% 7 4.02% 

Start service earlier 

in the day (currently 

starts at 7:00am) 

3.57 2 0.92% 6 2.86% 17 8.37% 27 14.44% 9 5.17% 

Improve reliability of 

buses (buses arrive 

at stops at the 

scheduled time) 

3.24 4 1.84% 5 2.38% 8 3.94% 11 5.88% 5 2.87% 

Make it easier to use 

for those with 

limited mobility 

3.73 0 0.00% 5 2.38% 13 6.40% 16 8.56% 11 6.32% 

Add more bus stops 

to reduce my 

walking distance to 

the bus 

3.54 6 2.76% 7 3.33% 13 6.40% 18 9.63% 17 9.77% 

Extend to 

neighbouring 

municipalities 

outside of Corner 

Brook 

3.75 7 3.23% 3 1.43% 13 6.40% 28 14.97% 22 12.64% 

Reduce travel time 

on the bus (e.g. 

make the route 

more direct) 

3.73 7 3.23% 5 2.38% 6 2.96% 21 11.23% 21 12.07% 

Ability to use 

technology to plan 

my trip and track my 

ride 

4.00 3 1.38% 4 1.90% 13 6.40% 12 6.42% 30 17.24% 

Lower transit fare 

(currently $2.50 for 

adults) 

4.23 0 0.00% 3 1.43% 2 0.99% 7 3.74% 14 8.05% 

Other 4.29 1 0.46% 0 0.00% 2 0.99% 4 2.14% 10 5.75% 
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8. Do you have any other comments on how to improve the transit service? 

Comments 

Just need to have more hours of operation 

A bus on weekends and evenings. Also update the route to include the new hospital and long term care facility. Maybe 

include transit to Massey Dr. and Mount Moriah. 

The drivers are rude!! Have weekend routes. Longer hours of operation  

 I wish the buses start accepting card as a method of payment. Also, lower the fair. Or extend the duration of passes till 

2months at least 

NO 

I used to use transit as the main form of transport when I lived in corner brook and found it constantly to be a struggle 

to get to and from work on weekends and evenings. Changing to later evenings and weekends would be huge for a lot 

of people  

Go back to services every half hour 

I have used the buses off and on for a few years now. And there have been times in the past when the buses were not 

reliable or on schedule. This feels mostly resolved but I worry with bad weather coming if this will happen again. 

Especially for those of us who rely on the buses to get to work we need to be able to trust the schedule or have an 

easy and direct way to know if the buses are late or if there are any issues. Having a social media or app that has this 

update information would greatly help anyone who needs to arrive at a specific time to plan their trip accordingly. 

Fully accessible buses and stops are essential. Need greater number of more direct routes. City should take a regional 

view of transit. At the very least Massey Drive should be included. Some parts of the city such as Sunneyslope and 

Carberrys are rather distant from transit routes. 

Need more than 5 improvements. Also bus rates are too high 

With the ongoing pandemic, the busses are quite small. We only have 2 busses that only seat 8-10 people currently  

It should really reflect business hours. Hard to work until 9 pm if there's no bus. They should run until 10. 

The current bus system requires exact change to access bus. The electronic form or tap payment should become 

available on the bus. Pick up at route should be every 30 minutes like it used to be in the past instead of every hour. 

There are a lot of international students, older people and people without driver's licence that avail of the bus system. 

This is a necessary infrastructure for the City like Corner Brook and also helps reduce our carbon footprint. Reducing 

the bus system will only make it worse than it is now. It needs technology updates for payments and the bus driving 

around is not visible (put some markings on it instead of a plain white bus). Make it more accessible. 

It doesn't always meet the transfers 

Request the drivers to wear masks in the time of COVID. 

I think it is important to think about the other communities outside Corner Brook. There are many people leaving in 

places like steady Brook, Pasadena, Mount Moriah, and so on that do not have access to cars. Many students and 

newcomers do not have access to cars. I think there should be a new route that goes from CB to the Deer Lake airport 

that at the same time make stops in these little communities. Finally. I consider that the public transportation should 

be accessible at night and during the weekend.  

For other students like me, these are the main issues. Cabs are too expensive and the bus is unreliable because we 

cannot get to work/groceries in the evenings and on weekends, and many of us depend on our part time work to 

sustain ourselves during our studies.   
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Comments 

Include the new western long term care building. 

It's better if we have more than 2 bus routes. 

It would be nice to have bus services for university students as well just as it is offered for elementary and high school 

students. Some people live really far from the campus and it is inconvenient if they miss the bus and have to wait 

another hour for the bus to come and take the longest route ever before reaching home. Also, bus fares should be 

waived for university students because as international students, we are already paying thousands of dollars each 

year. It is really inconvenient to not be able to use the bus effectively and having to pay at least $30 in cabs every day 

to go somewhere and come back.  

Drivers should not take personal calls or divert route to pick up family/friends while on route, nor should they do 

paperwork while driving as it presents a risk of causing accidents. They should also receive training on how to be 

professional and pleasant while working 

Bigger bus with more seats, please operate until 10-midnight for those people who work late, operate weekend. 

The main reason why I don't use the bus more often is because it’s unbelievably unreliable. There's no point in my 

getting the bus in the middle of the day because I'm in class, I'm usually not able to go anywhere until the evenings 

and that is when the bus no longer runs. I'm also only free on the weekends, which is when the bus doesn't run. Have 

more bus routes, and longer running times. This is ridiculous, there’s a whole university full of students that are forced 

to use cabs to get around town. You would more much more money if the buses ran for longer hours and it was more 

reliable. 

In order to improve Corner Brook transit you would need to have the buses on 7 days a week evenings and weekends 

Monday through Friday 7AM to 10PM, Saturday 8AM to 8PM and Sunday 10AM to 6PM. In addition there should be 3 

buses 1 for each route for example bus 1, would be curling, bus 2, Country Rd/west side, bus 3, Humber 

Rd/Plaza/Murphy Square. By doing this all buses would be able to be on a half hour schedule, thus making wait times 

at the bus stop much shorter. I believe if you were to implement these changes to the transit service you would see an 

increase in ridership, in other words making the transit more reliable. 

If buses were available on weekends I would be willing to pay an extra dollar per ride (on weekends). And maybe 

extend the hours to 6:30-6:30, as some people start work before 8 and unfortunately unable to get to work by 7:30 

from my location having to walk downtown or elsewhere to be sure I’ll be there is hard especially in the winter 

months.   

Extend to weekends.  

operate till at least 12am 

Need Friendly drivers, more time between stops as the drivers are unsafe when trying to make it from stop to stop and 

evening and weekend services are needed. 

Have schedule linked to Google maps so that you can type in arrival time and it will calculate what time you need to be 

at the bus stop for as they do in St. Johns  

More modern busses, longer hours and more service days. 
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Comments 

The hours of operation are the biggest issue.  If you miss the 5 pm bus to Humber Road, you have to get a cab or walk.  

If we did not have the transit, I would not be able to afford to work and would be forced onto social services.  As a 

single income person, I cannot afford taxi cabs to get to and from work, do essential shopping, or attend essential 

medical appointments.  I am a diabetic, which is very expensive on its own, but no transit system or with lesser 

schedules would be devastating to my already limited quality of life.  The new hospital is about a forty dollar cab trip, 

one way.  At least right now we have access to the medical facilities.  Covid-19 has introduced new challenges and our 

transit has responded with care and caution for its ridership.  Right now the lack of service between Noon and 1 pm is 

causing issues, especially for medical appointments because you can't get the bus early and just wait at your appt. 

destination, and it is getting rather cold outside. 

I have one comment!  How many more surveys is the city going to waste money doing!   

You need more routes, and for the bus to run later and on weekends. Also having a metro card rather than cash and 

stamp cards is a must. Its 2020 people.  

Having a bus around town on a Friday would greatly increase use.  

No.  I'd just like to be able to get a bus to the Corner Brook Plaza or Murphy Square on Saturdays. 

Nothing at all they are doing a great job kept it up  

There should be more stops available. Currently I live at the top of Carberrys road. For me to get the bus, I have to 

walk to out of sunny slope and down O’Connell drive to get to the nearest stop. The sidewalks are not plowed and the 

roads are jot salted. I have slipped and dislocated my knee a few times walking to the nearest bus stop. More bus 

stops would help keep people from being stuck in dangerous situations such as this. 

As compared to other major cities the rate of 2.50 is normal but it should include a transfer that is good for a certain 

period of time (1-2 hours) instead of only getting a transfer if you need it. 

It’s really hard for me as a single mom to get to daycare and work on time when I gave to wait for a full hour once I 

drop my child off at daycare, I have to wait on side of road for a full hour and often I need to be at work asap; which 

requires cabs often and I can't afford cabs all the time. Later in the evening and weekends would be great as I work 

every second weekend. As a homecare worker some days I have 2-3 clients and o am unable to take shifts because at 

times I have to wait a full hour for bus and then he on bus 30-60 mins to get to the next shift, making me need 

anywhere from 1-2 hours between shifts .  

Please do not get rid of the bussing services as this provides a lot of comfort for people with individual needs. Please 

continue to have bus services as I have lived in cities without these services such as Grand Falls and it is very 

inconvenient 

Overall it would be nice to have the bus working on the weekends and don’t want to have to wait a whole hour just for 

another bus.  

The city needs the service. Keep it going 

I’m happy we have  the bus here just wish it ran on weekends when people need them on days off to get shopping 

done  

More bus is needed to provide available service 

The service is very good now....seat availability had to change to meet current COVID restrictions.  Other than that, all 

is good. 
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Comments 

This service is terrible.  I've lived in and have traveled a lot of places. Worst service I've ever experienced. So dated, 

uncomfortable, not reliable, most times I end up walking or getting a cab. The drivers are rude and very inconsiderate 

of their guests. I have written the city on occasion about the lack of hospitality from these drivers. I've on multiple 

occasions seen them bring people to tears because they are new and don't know how the routes work etc. Scrap your 

current contract, the employees need to go. Search for federal funding to improve bussing schedules and wait times. 

Extend into the evening when people are getting off their shifts or leaving classes. Look into other towns/small cities 

that have a similar population/demographic and see what works for them.  

I value public transport and would love be to see it expanded and more heavily endorsed and advertised as a reliable 

mode of transportation in corner Brook. Thanks  

I was on a trip two days ago and the route shifted mid route and took me on a wild scenic route keeping me on the bus 

for an hour for what should have been a 5-10 minute trip. I was not told that the old bus routes, 1 and 2, were 

interchanged and that I should switch buses so instead of departing from the main terminal and continuing on the 

expected route I was abruptly brought in the opposite direction. I was and am confused as the routes may or may not 

have changed but it seemed more like the driver was exploring the city for the first time. Quite the interesting service, 

I thought.  

We need more buses not just 2 routes every hour but 4 or more buses,  longer hours not ending at 6PM,  available on 

weekends even if it is only the 2 buses. 

Clear bus stops for people like international students who don't know the city well (e.g. the old Canadian tire building 

means nothing to us) 

More bus routes, operate evenings and weekends, more reliable  

Service provision on weekends would be better  

I live in Massey Drive, which is so close to Corner Brook.  All of our residence travel to Corner Brook almost every day, 

yet the bus comes nowhere near Massey Drive. 

You are missing out on a large population of seniors and teenagers who are trapped or forced to give their money to 

expensive 'cab companies'. 

I believe this is a missed opportunity for both your company and all the residence of Massey Drive. 

Get rid of it 

Two buses per route would be nice 

I would really like the bus to run on weekends, even if just in the mornings or afternoons.  

Buses should travel both ways. Having buses rotate in only one direction around town incites me to use them only to 

get to or from my destination, but not both because of the tour I'll have to take with it. For example, if I want to go 

from Eliz to Murphy Sq., I can get there in 10 minutes, but to get back home, it will take me around 45. That’s long 

enough to make me hail a cab instead 

Extend the bus service into the evening/night and on weekends, people want to do more than go to work or school. 

No wonder Corner Brook' doesn't grow. 

Please add more bus stops. I cannot access doorways mental health services needed Boone’s Road  because there isn’t 

a bus stop close enough to the building  

Somehow, expand the service so that the buses go into the newly built areas of the City, such as the Sunnyslope Drive 

area. Who (at the top of Sunnyslope) wants to walk 30-45 minutes to the bus stop, especially in the winter months? 

Add bicycle racks 
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Comments 

The most important thing is for the service to serve its users. Without operating full business hours, it's not a viable 

option for workers. Being that MUN and CONA both offer evening classes and labs and such on the weekends as well, 

it's hardly a viable option for students. Those are the two biggest rider groups of any transit service not currently being 

serviced by CBT. Evenings and weekends are a must to increase ridership. 

It is good if we have transit service at weekends too 

Main issue is the length of the trip. I can walk from Murphy Square to Grenfell campus faster than I can take the bus. 

Personally, I feel, the main things in the improvement of corner brook transit is reduced fare with operation of bus 

until midnight and weekends. 

More buses, more availability, increase frequency  

It's very important for the buses to be at scheduled time. Not too early or late. The buses have a bad habit if coming 

very early and leaving people stranded when they finally arrive for the scheduled time. If the buses are too early it is 

best for them to stop at a bus stop until the actual scheduled time. Thanks  

More incentive to buy books of tickets or a pass. Saving a buck or two per month isn't much incentive 

Increase the number of routes, decrease the length of each route, and make each route simple. For example, one 

route could go up and down Mt. Bernard from the mill up to the university, and eventually to the new hospital.   

I would like to add that when my elderly mother was a transit rider she got real pleasure out of taking ‘the long way 

home’ rather that the shortest route. It gave her a chance to see the goings on in town and it was part of the trip she 

enjoyed. Would the City encourage the elderly to ride the bus as part of socializing and keeping connected to life in 

the city? 

Needs to be easier to use for casual users. Better route and fare information. 

Wheel chair accessibility  

The main issues were addressed here, like extending hours of service and including a service on weekends.  
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SECTION 3: NON-TRANSIT USERS 

9. What are your top three reasons for not using Corner Brook Transit? 

  Average 1 2 3 

I own a car and prefer to drive 1.18 163 57.39% 16 6.32% 9 3.72% 

I need a car for my job or after work/school 

activities 

1.90 16 5.63% 53 20.95% 8 3.31% 

I prefer to walk/cycle/other 2.08 7 2.46% 22 8.70% 10 4.13% 

I work from home and do not need to travel 1.67 6 2.11% 8 3.16% 1 0.41% 

I was unaware that Corner Brook Transit 

existed 

2.00 2 0.70% 1 0.40% 2 0.83% 

Corner Brook Transit is not frequent enough 

(operates every hour) 

1.87 34 11.97% 26 10.28% 23 9.50% 

There is no bus service on weekday evenings 

when I need to travel 

2.08 14 4.93% 41 16.21% 20 8.26% 

There is no bus service on weekends when I 

need to travel 

2.52 3 1.06% 32 12.65% 44 18.18% 

The bus stop is too far from my home or 

destination 

2.00 10 3.52% 10 3.95% 10 4.13% 

The bus is not accessible and does not 

accommodate my mobility needs 

1.38 5 1.76% 3 1.19% 0 0.00% 

The bus does not connect to the places I 

need to travel to 

2.60 2 0.70% 6 2.37% 17 7.02% 

Travel times are too long on the bus 2.39 7 2.46% 13 5.14% 24 9.92% 

I’m not familiar with the details of the 

service/routes 

2.43 7 2.46% 17 6.72% 30 12.40% 

I don’t feel safe/comfortable waiting for the 

bus 

2.86 0 0.00% 1 0.40% 6 2.48% 

Bus fares are too expensive (currently $2.50 

for adults) 

2.56 1 0.35% 2 0.79% 6 2.48% 

Other 2.61 7 2.46% 2 0.79% 32 13.22% 
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10. In order of priority (1 to 5), identify the top five improvements that you would get you to use 

Corner Brook Transit: 

  Average 1 2 3 4 5 

Operate more 

frequently (bus 

currently arrives 

every hour) 

2.27 78 27.56% 19 7.22% 23 9.02% 17 7.52% 21 9.59% 

Provide service on 

weekends 

(currently operates 

on weekdays only) 

2.03 91 32.16% 77 29.28% 20 7.84% 18 7.96% 14 6.39% 

Extend service later 

into the evenings 

on weekdays 

(currently ends at 

6:00pm) 

2.52 25 8.83% 83 31.56% 69 27.06% 16 7.08% 10 4.57% 

Start service earlier 

in the day 

(currently starts at 

7:00am) 

3.27 2 0.71% 11 4.18% 20 7.84% 16 7.08% 7 3.20% 

Improve reliability 

of buses (buses 

arrive at stops at 

the scheduled 

time) 

3.57 6 2.12% 13 4.94% 14 5.49% 26 11.50% 23 10.50% 

Make it easier to 

use for those with 

limited mobility 

3.51 9 3.18% 5 1.90% 19 7.45% 26 11.50% 18 8.22% 

Add more bus 

stops to reduce my 

walking distance to 

the bus 

3.42 8 2.83% 13 4.94% 20 7.84% 23 10.18% 21 9.59% 

Extend to 

neighbouring 

municipalities 

outside of Corner 

Brook 

3.11 19 6.71% 14 5.32% 13 5.10% 26 11.50% 18 8.22% 

Reduce travel time 

on the bus (e.g. 

make the route 

more direct) 

3.33 15 5.30% 13 4.94% 19 7.45% 27 11.95% 24 10.96% 
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  Average 1 2 3 4 5 

Ability to use 

technology to plan 

my trip and track 

my ride 

3.61 11 3.89% 10 3.80% 25 9.80% 22 9.73% 37 16.89% 

Lower transit fare 

(currently $2.50 for 

adults) 

3.50 5 1.77% 3 1.14% 4 1.57% 8 3.54% 10 4.57% 

Other 3.07 14 4.95% 2 0.76% 9 3.53% 1 0.44% 16 7.31% 

 

11. Do you have any other comments on how to improve the transit service? 

Comments 

Weekends and after 6 pm are main factors.  Getting on the City bus before I had a vehicle, I remember the 

hours were different as it operated in the evenings. 

N/A 

Add routes to Mt. Moriah.  

Curling > Mount Moriah. 

Mount Moriah > Curling.  

Mount Moriah > Corner Brook 

Let people drink Water. 

The stop at the top of Hilliards Road is very dangerous, moose, coyotes and other wild animals tend to take this 

path a lot and we have nothing to defend ourselves if anything does happen while we wait for the bus, maybe 

putting it further down Hilliards road would be a better option so it is near all the residents in case someone 

needs to run, huge safety issue. 

Add a bench station to the one at the bottom of Hilliards Road, people who find it hard to walk live on the 

street and there is no place to sit down unless we sit on the dirty grass/pavement.  

For me to use a transit service it has to be frequent, accessible, direct, on time and reliable. It needs to be more 

effective and efficient than walking between the same two points and at least as efficient as owning a car. 

Having lived in St. John's with a vehicle I often preferred to take Metrobus. The shelters were well constructed 

and lit. Buses came quickly. Here you're practically standing in the road or on someone's lawn and waiting for 

an hour in the wind, rain, and snow. 

Hire bus drivers who don't drive like maniacs so people actually feel safe riding the bus  

I don't use the bus often, but I have relatives that do depend on its services to get around. I would like to see 

the bus service stay and maybe the routes expanded upon so that they can get safely to their destinations and 

back home again. 

Maybe using an app to be able to pay 

45 minutes to go from Murphy Square to O’Connell Drive is way too long! There should be a quicker route 

Need bus for PWD 

If you take the bus you are gonna be to work an hour early and get home an hour late... That and the way the 

busses blow through stop signs and yellow/red lights, I feel unsafe. 

Improve accessibility for people who use mobility devices 
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Comments 

Ensure drivers have proper customer communication skills and are able to answer questions without rude 

comments 

Need to add a stop to new LTC 

it's been a long time since I traveled by bus ,but last time I was on it you had to go all over town before getting 

where you had to go, the app would be great, but not everyone has phones or has access so it's not fair 

Nope price is fair  

The bus not running on evenings and weekends is the biggest problem I have with the bus. 

Offer monthly  

Student passes , senior passes or adult passes 

More accessible for those with non-visible disabilities. I have agoraphobia and cannot walk in open spaces. If I 

could get outside my house to outside my work I'd take public transportation. Right now I rely on taxi  

I will probably never use transit  

Actually We are not a big enough area to Warrant  a transit system....we r only a small town and not the 2nd 

biggest region no more....cut losses save money for elsewhere  

Provide an incentive to use the transit.  I came from a larger city where it was easier to use transit than drive.   I 

go to work every day and have never seen a bus along my way in 10 years  

Do all of the above; the transit system is shoddy at best. It's unreliable, expensive, poor routes, poor times, just 

all around dismal.  

The goal is not to promote ridership necessarily but to enable those residents, who have had to deal with this 

service for their daily activities, to have as much confidence and mobility to avail of services within the City as 

those with personal vehicles. This city has become one that focuses on the car as the only means to doing 

things. It talks about walking and cycling for health but hasn't considered the needs of a number of its residents 

who will never be able to afford to get a licence let alone a car, and has left them to use a shoddy system or 

taxis, again which they can't afford so then they stay close to home spending more on less and limiting access to 

other sources. This shows in how the City has continued to give contracts to unsatisfactory businesses, and no 

one has considered the low income households, or students, or youth. Transit disadvantage is real. This whole 

system needs an overhaul. I just did a survey for the Women's Centre on this that showed up in my Facebook. 

There was no discussion of taxing people further or charging them a ton more.  

please do something 

More frequent, more buses, more direct, better access, on weekends, better service, reduced fares, student 

passes, free for seniors, better mobility access 

Corner Brook Transit needs to also improve bus culture. I think the top problems are what I listed above, but I 

also think the technology improvements would be huge. It needs to feel more welcoming and more utilized by a 

variety of people from many different backgrounds.  

You need to have an accessible bus and longer hours of operation. Think of seniors and individuals with mobility 

issues they need a reliable, safe and equitable way of traveling throughout the city of corner brook. Longer 

hours of operation would allow for your users of the bus to work longer hours, socialize later in the day, and 

over all likely improve the quality of life of your users. Social opportunity and ability to work are two factors that 

contribute to a person’s ability to have/ live a meaningful life. 
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Comments 

Lack of weekend and evening bus service and the incredibly infrequent/spaced out stops made by the bus make 

it a completely unusable/unreliable service for me. It's impossible to use it to get where you want to go at all or 

more conveniently than just walking the entire way (as many times you'd have to walk 70% of the distance 

anyway due to stop locations).  A bi-directional route would also help with usability by making the route much 

more convenient. 

Friendly drivers would help. Not all are unfriendly but there is one or 2. 

I live in Steady Brook, and would love to take the bus to work, if it did 2-3 trips there/day.  I could come in in the 

morning, and back at the end of the day. 

I know it's tough to argue for investment when there aren't many riders, but if improvements were made I 

would definitely start using it more. My main issue is that the routes are so indirect. I would prefer a smaller 

loop which services Grenfell, the malls and West Street. I really think more students would use it if there was 

that option. 

No public transit system should stop operating at 6pm on the weekdays. CBT also absolutely needs to extend its 

service to weekends 

Having 2 routes to cover the whole city is unrealistic. If there were more routes that were tailored to specific 

areas in town it would make more sense to take the bus, rather than having to spend such a long time on the 

bus completing the same long route all day.  

Corner Brook Transit needs to provide services to adjacent areas including Massey Drive, the Bay of Islands 

Area, Massey Drive, and the Humber Valley corridor from Steady Brook to Deer Lake. 

That service would be similar to Nova Scotia's 'King's Transit' whom serve the entire Annapolis Valley region. 

Go to marble mountain in the winter 

I have used the bus services for years before i got a car but still used it on bad weather days and would love for 

it stay in service  to help all the other people who still need it full time 

Every time I used to ride on the bus they are speeding making me very uncomfortable and the last time I was on 

it they ran a stop sign at the end of curling street meeting Lewin parkway and we almost got T - boned by a 

transport truck I see these busses run stop signs everyday therefore myself or my family will not use these 

busses  

Corner Brook Transit is so important for our seniors and persons of lesser ability. To take away the transit 

system would have a detrimental effect to those who rely on this system. I believe that if you are solely looking 

at this survey to improve the transit system, adding more stops for those who are limited in their ability, and 

adding routes on the weekend would help tremendously.  

My household is fortunate to own a vehicle...but I would happily use transit if service was more consistent and 

times were convenient.  

The drivers are really dangerous on the road. They run red lights, cut of traffic, run red lights. It is scary how 

they drive.  

The transit system is very inconvenient it don’t run when it needs to run  

I believe that once the university is back to full function, more students would utilize the bus to areas such as 

the mall & stores/ cinemas/ gyms if it was more direct and ran on weekends.  

Stop making cuts to it 

I would use the transit service every day if they had a bus stop where i live 
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Comments 

Try using social media to attract younger people. Living in Newfoundland there seem to be negative thoughts 

about people who ride the bus. Whereas bigger city I have lived like Toronto it is normal. Using social media 

advertising it for environmental purposes and also less time worrying about parking may increase customers.  

Have a stop for the upper part of Massey Drive 

I've lived in Mt. Moriah for 37 years. Ever since I was a child I wished they would extend the stop to go at least 

as far as the town hall since it's centrally located for everyone. People in Mt Moriah have to walk a really 

grueling long stretch of road down and up hills to 20-30 minute walk for healthy young adults, seniors can't 

even think about. It would take the bus all of 10 extra minutes to come down to the town hall and turn around 

and save us all a nightmare walk. I always feel like corner brook is inaccessible to us in Mt. Moriah yet we are so 

close. Please consider adding 1 extra stop to our town. I've been waiting over 30 years for someone to do so. 

We used to have the bay bus for a while now that's gone. Also, how do u expect anyone to go out at night when 

service stops at 6. It should be 11pm minimum to allow people to go out see a movie have dinner whatever do 

their shopping, and come back. Walmart closes at 10. The last bus should leave when they close.  

General awareness about the bus routes and design routes that will be useful, suggesting people to leave their 

car at home/not take a taxi 

People won't use it until it is decent. You can't wait for people to start using it to make it decent. It will take a 

few years for people to change their habits. So there needs to be a strong commitment to offer frequent and 

reliable service for several years and then see how things can continue to improve.  

The main reason I am filling out this survey is to speak on behalf of the clients I have worked with over the last 

couple of years. I am lucky enough to own a vehicle, so getting around the city is easy for me. However, it is a 

different story for people who don’t have access to a vehicle (students, new grads, underemployed individuals, 

etc.). My area of work is talent retention and from my experience, inadequate public transportation is a huge 

factor in people not being able to apply for/accept positions and sometimes results in people moving out of the 

city. Corner Brook is beautiful but not necessarily pedestrian friendly. Amenities are spread out, the hills can be 

strenuous, and the disappearance of sidewalks during the winter can make walking dangerous. I believe that 

daily service is necessary and extended hours of service would be beneficial for people without a vehicle. 

Additionally, I think an expanded public transit service will make Corner Brook a more accessible and 

inhabitable city.  

Bus never seems to have many passengers. Smaller vehicles, such as maxi vans, with more frequent and direct 

routes would be a better solution for our city. 

If Corner Brook had a proper, full scale, transit system, like most cities then more people would use it. Tiny 

buses that don’t run in the evenings or weekends does not work for the average person.  

No they r doing an awesome job. 

Get someone to keep the bus stops clear in the winter and not have people waiting on snowbanks or in the 

road.  

Extending run time and having a more direct route than spending an hour to get to your destination plus 

providing weekend service  

More information should be posted encouraging people of the city to use transit. 

More information to public that it is good option to use the bus especially to seniors.  
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Comments 

Incentivize the use of bus service - in larger municipalities the bus is used by wealthy and poor people because 

it's very convenient. Also, I commute from Pasadena to work at the City. If there was a bus, I would definitely 

take it instead of driving. Finally, if there aren't bike racks on the bus, please add them. It's wonderful to be able 

to ride the bus to a destination, then cycle home!  

A lack of adequate public transit limits the development and growth of our city. It especially deters young 

professional (people in their 20's) from moving to the city (and thereby promoting its growth). It also makes it 

challenging for Grenfell students to rationalize staying beyond semester calendar dates because of a lack of 

access to groceries, part-time jobs and off campus housing. A city's public transit system is a reflection of its 

immediate and long term strategy for economic and population growth.  

 

A note: as more Newfoundlanders gain access to see an ophthalmologist, more diagnosis's of poor vision are 

being made (I work at the eye care clinic on 3 Herald Ave) and more drivers licences are being revoked....this is a 

reflection of the high prevalence of glaucoma disease in Newfoundlanders. Glaucoma is the leading cause of 

irreversible blindness in the world. Inadequate public transit further immobilizes our older and ill population, 

tempts them to drive without a proper drivers licence, and also causes further strain on family members that 

are not only caregivers but also become chauffeurs.  

Tell the bus drivers to stop driving like maniacs.   They speed all over the city and it is unsafe 

To have a clear route map, and make info available on website. Currently, the route and schedule is a mystery! 

Mainly inconsistency and inconvenient times have been the reason I have not used transit. Despite only having 

1 family vehicle. Would benefit from monthly passes. 

Need more frequent stops to hospital. As a hospital worker i would love to get the bus to work from Country 

Road however, to get home, The bus takes about 55 minutes to get to my house. Tour of Corner Brook everyday 

isn’t what I’ll be doing. More busses would fix this. Start a bus program with hospital workers, or mall workers. 

Advertising in these areas would do wonders.  

When I lived in Halifax I often used transit even while owning a car. It was just convenient. Here it doesn’t seem 

to be.  

I don’t use the transit system but took this survey to say that I think it is an essential service for the people who 

do use it and anything that could be done to make it better for them would go a long way! 

Many people prefer taxis or personal vehicle since walking to bus stops is difficult. Corner Brook does not have 

sidewalks in the winter. They disappear under the snow. Nobody wants to have wet feet or ruin footwear trying 

to walk to the bus (or anywhere else, for that matter). In the summer, sidewalks are in disrepair and not 

accessible by those with mobility issues. This is shameful for a city that dumps millions into recreation each year 

(Margaret Bowater Park).  

Free for kids grades 7-12. If kids get used to riding bus at younger age they will become more familiar with it 

and use as an option as they age.  Right now kids get rides everywhere. It can be a better alternative for 

transportation than parents giving them rides. They become more self-sufficient and grown into public 

transportation customers in post-secondary etc... 

Walking to the bus stop in the winter is difficult when roads are not cleared, there aren't any actual sidewalks in 

many neighbourhoods. So increasing the number of stops would be great.  

Add more routes, operate more frequently, operate on evenings and weekends 
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Comments 

I'm not overly familiar with the routes, but the service should be available both evenings and weekends for 

those who work Monday to Friday. 

more buses, more stops 

I have lived in the Corner Brook area for over seven years and have used CB Transit once in that whole time 

(when my vehicle was stuck in the driveway due to high snowbanks after a major storm).  I never owned a car 

before moving here, but I knew that I would need to buy one as Corner Brook Transit was essentially useless: 

the absence of service during evenings and weekends and the ludicrously long travel times for short distances 

(largely due to the convoluted routes which operate in one direction only) are a major deterrent, and the 

infrequent service does not help either.  I am fortunate that I can afford to own a car, but not everyone is so 

lucky. 

Extend to more locations 

Service was better when it was Taxi Companies running in passenger vans.  

This service is a waste of the taxpayers’ money.it would be cheaper to give those using the service taxi chits. 

There are just not enough customers to continue this service. 

more accessibility for areas of corner brook that houses lower income earners, increased bus stops in those 

areas, service on weekends 

I think it needs to run at least 12 hours. 

Some bus stops aren't too far from the destination right now, but the walk is difficult, it would be easier if the 

main stops had real paths/stairs to connect to the intended locations as opposed to climbing hills/crossing 

lawns 

If there were more busses I feel as though it would be more accessible. Or maybe bigger busses such as ones in 

St John's that are also more accessible for those who are in wheelchairs and whatnot 

Fir mobility Impaired why can’t we get dropped off at our driveway and picked up there.  

 

SECTION 4: ON-DEMAND TRANSIT 

Some municipalities have converted their transit service to On Demand Transit. On Demand Transit 

works by having customers pre-book their rides typically one hour in advance using their smart phone or 

by calling to book a ride over the phone.  The driver will receive this information and software installed 

on each bus will create the most effective route based on all trips that are requested.  The benefit of On 

Demand Transit is that it may make your trip more direct and reduce the need to transfer between 

buses, however, all trips would need to be pre-booked.  Based on this description, please answer the 

following questions: 
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12. Would you feel comfortable booking a trip On Demand instead of relying on a fixed schedule 

route (current Corner Brook Transit service)? 

 
 

13. Using a mobile app on your cell phone or computer to plan/book transit trips? 

 
 

14. Paying for your transit trip using a smart phone app? 

 
 

  

46%
24% 30%

Yes No Not sure

66%

20% 14%

Yes No Not sure

59%

30%
11%

Yes No Not sure
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SECTION 5: GENERAL QUESTIONS 

15. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? (strongly agree, agree, 

disagree, strongly disagree, uncertain) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

9% 19%
39%

17% 16%

Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly
disagree

Uncertain

Transit fares should be increased to help fund improved 
transit service (currently $2.50 cash fare)

13% 25% 34%
10% 18%

Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly
disagree

Uncertain

Transit fares should be lower, to encourage transit 
ridership (currently $2.50 cash fare)

12% 19% 21% 32%
16%

Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly
disagree

Uncertain

I would support a $100 per year increase in property tax 
to help fund improvements to the transit service
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16. Do you require the use of a mobility aid (e.g. wheelchair or scooter) to travel? 

 
 

17. Do you own a cell phone or smartphone? 

 
 

18. Do you have access to the internet? (select all that apply) 

 
 

  

2%

98%

Yes No

96%

4%

Yes No

35%
19% 10%

35%

1%

Yes, at home Yes, at work Only where
there is Wi-Fi

available

Yes, anywhere
(i.e. wireless
phone data)

No
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19. Please indicate which age category you are in: 

 
 

 

 

3%

29% 35%
27%

5% 1%

Under 20
years of age

20-29 years
of age

29-44 years
of age

45-64 years
of age

65 years of
age and

older

I prefer not to
answer
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1.0 Introduc on

1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this working paper is to review and assess the applicability of various On Demand Transit
service models for use in the City of Corner Brook. The working paper highlights:

1. Potential On Demand Transit service models.
2. Case studies of other municipalities that have On Demand service in place.
3. Case studies of On Demand Transit technology platform providers that are active in the

Canadian market.
4. The applicability of On Demand Transit service in Corner Brook.

1.2 What is On Demand Transit?
On Demand Transit is a shared-ride demand-
responsive public transit service that can be
implemented in any community. The service
model does not follow a fixed-route or
schedule. Instead, passengers must pre-book
trips and vehicles are routed dynamically to
the passenger’s pick-up and drop-off point.
Modern On Demand services utilize mobile app
technology, which allows customers to plan,
book, track and pay for their ride in real-time,
all while optimizing trips to increase the
number of shared rides that can be
accommodated without sacrificing service
quality.

1.3 Guiding Principles
When assessing the applicability of On Demand Transit, the Guiding Principles defined in the Transit
Master Plan report were used.  These are repeated here for reference:

1. Accessibility: Transit service in Corner Brook should be available to as many residents as
possible, regardless of physical ability, age, or financial means.

2. Convenience: Transit users should be able to get to where they need to go in a reasonable
amount of time.

3. Transit Culture: Transit should be considered as a viable transportation option for all Corner
Brook residents.
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4. Financial Sustainability: Investments in transit should be strategic to offer the highest possible
value to Corner Brook residents and increase ridership.

1.4 When On Demand Transit is Applicable
It is important to note that the introduction of On Demand transit services is not a one-size fits all
solution and is not applicable in all contexts. There are many situations where continuing to provide an
enhance fixed-route service will provide the most convenient level of service for customers, and will be
more cost-effective.

Table 1 identifies some key factors to consider when making a decision to operate a fixed-route service
or an On Demand Transit service, and evaluates both service models in the Corner Brook context.

Table 1: Service Level Criteria for Fixed-Route versus On Demand Transit
Fixed-Route On Demand Corner Brook Evaluation

Proximity to
Service

Majority of residents in
close proximity to transit
stops (less than 400 m
walking distance).

Residents are outside of
400m walking distance
of a fixed-route service.

There are a number of
residents outside of a 400m
walking distance. Hilly
environment makes transit
stops difficult to access.
Preference: On Demand

Route Structure The route is relatively direct
with minimal deviations
that increase travel times.

The route is fairly
circuitous or has large
one-way loops.

Both fixed-routes provide one-
way service and are not direct.
Preference: On Demand

Headway Route provides headways of
20 minutes or better.

Route has low headway
(30 minutes or greater)

Both fixed-routes operate a 60
minute headway.
Preference: On Demand

Key Origins and
Destinations

There is a high demand for
service between similar
origins and destinations
along the route.

There are minimal origin
/ destination pairs on
the route that have a
high demand (ridership
is more scattered).

There are two to three
destinations that are connected
by two routes, although travel
is in one direction.
Preference: On Demand in
west end; no preference in
east end

Productivity* Ridership above 15
boardings per revenue
vehicle hours.

Ridership below 10 - 12
boardings per revenue
vehicle hour.

Ridership is about 11 boardings
per hour, which is near the
upper target for an On Demand
service.
Preference: None

*Note: The exact productivity rate is dependent of the geographic area and the operating model and cost
implemented for On Demand service and should be used as a guide.
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Based on the evaluation above, the existing conditions suggest that an On Demand service would be a
feasible option to replace Corner Brook’s fixed-route service. This does not suggest that On Demand is
the recommended model. There are a number of factors that go into this decision, including public input
and operating cost.

The remaining part of this report explores best practices for On Demand services and identifies the most
effective option for Corner Brook Transit, should the decision be made to implement an On Demand
service.
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2.0 Defining Characteris cs of On Demand Service 
Models 
An industry scan was conducted of various On Demand transit services in place in North America. The
purpose of this industry scan was to provide a broader understanding of the various On Demand Transit
service models in terms of service delivery structure, use of technology, operating structure and
customer experience.  These are detailed in Appendix A. A review of existing technology platform
providers was also conducted, and is detailed in Appendix B.

The review of case studies and technology providers identifies several types of On Demand Transit
solutions in the marketplace. There is no ‘one-size fits all’ service model for On Demand Transit, and it is
important to explore the most applicable model for Corner Brook, should this type of service be
implemented.

This next section of the report outlines the differences in On Demand Transit service models and
evaluates which models/features are appropriate for Corner Brook based on alignment with guiding
principles.  Those that have applicability to the City of Corner Brook are noted below.

2.1 Booking and Scheduling Interface
The interface used to book and schedule rides can vary widely between various models. Certain models
use call centres and manual scheduling, while other models have mobile apps as a customer interface to
optimize trips.  Some typical trip booking and scheduling interfaces include:

1. Mobile App - Customers use a mobile app to book rides while a back-end processor optimizes
trips in real time, balancing customer convenience with ridesharing. The customer interface
allows customers to use their mobile phone to book their ride, track their ride and pay for their
ride in real-time. The driver uses a mobile phone or tablet in their vehicle to receive trip
instructions. The driver only sees one trip at time, as the mobile app continuously optimizes in
real-time to add trip requests.  A call centre option is typically provided for customers that do
not have access to a smart phone, however, customers are typically still required to register an
account for the On Demand service.  Software costs range from $1,000 to $2,000 per month per
peak vehicle, plus an annual maintenance fee.   This equates to approximately $25,000 to
$35,000 annually to the system’s operation cost.  However, the time required from staff to book
rides by phone is minimal (approximately 10 to 20% of trip requests are call in) and may be done
using existing staff resources.

2. Manual Scheduling - Customers call into a call centre to book a ride. Trips are scheduled
manually or by using a specialized transit scheduling software package.  Both approaches
require the need to hire a full-time staff member to book and schedule trips (staff time based on
an assumption of 22 rides per hour). This approach typically requires more advanced notice to
book a ride, with less ability to optimize rides in real-time. As manual scheduling is booked and
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dispatched in advance, it is not possible to greatly alter operations in real-time. This means that
manual operations are less able to respond to changing demands and must be scheduled with
greater contingency in order to accommodate daily variation. Trips that cannot be booked in
advance can generally not be accommodated, even if they are similar to other pre-booked trips.
As such, manual scheduling is generally less efficient and the scheduling less optimized than
real-time options.

. . Evalua on 

One of the first steps in developing an On Demand model for Corner Brook is to confirm the booking and
scheduling interface. The two options presented above offer both advantages and disadvantages. These
are evaluated against the four guiding principles for Corner Brook Transit.

Guiding
Principle Manual Scheduling Mobile App

Accessibility Trip Booking: Accessible to everyone with a
telephone.

Subsidized Fare Card: Provides platform to
add on and track use of provincial pass
subsidy program (customer can provide
agent card number when booking trip).

Trip Booking: Accessible to everyone with a
telephone.  Mobile app and desktop computer
booking provide other options to book rides.

Subsidized Fare Card: Provides platform to add
on and track use of provincial pass subsidy
program (link to account).  Customers without
smart phone can provide agent card number
when booking trips.

Convenience Waiting Time: Longer waiting time, as
customers are provided a longer pick-up
window that they need to be ready for the
vehicle to arrive (typically of plus/minus 15
minutes of requested time).

Travel Time: Similar to Mobile App, as there
is less ability to increase ridesharing, trips
may be shorter.

Notice Required to Book Trip: Limited ability
to provide same-day booking.  Policy usually
suggests day-before.

Fare Payment: Customers continue to pay
when boarding the bus. Does not add
convenience of credit card or debit card fare
purchase.

Waiting Time: Customers provided a pick-up or
drop-off window of typically 10-15 minutes
(shorter than manual scheduling).  Real-time
tracking of vehicle informs customer when
vehicle is arriving.

Travel Time: In-vehicle time may be higher
with more passengers sharing a ride, however,
City can set parameters on maximum in-vehicle
time to prevent overly long trips.

Notice Required to Book Trip: Increased ability
to book trips in real-time (e.g. 15 minutes
before trip time).

Fare Payment: Customers can pay fare directly
with credit card or debit card linked to account.
In-vehicle cash payment also available.
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Guiding
Principle Manual Scheduling Mobile App

Transit
Culture

Culture: Does less to improve transit culture
with requirement to pre-book by phone the
day before trip.

Ridership Growth: Does less to increase
ridership growth.

Culture: Potential to reduce negative stigma of
transit with use of technology, real-time
tracking of ride, mobile fare payment and
increased convenience.

Ridership Growth: Increased convenience can
increase ridership growth.

Financial
Sustainability

Annual Cost: Similar annual cost due to need
to hire staff person to book and schedule
trips.

Effectiveness: Limited ability to optimize
trips. May require additional vehicles to carry
existing ridership base.

Annual Cost: Similar annual cost due to cost of
the On Demand technology platform software,
but minimal need to hire staff to book trips.
May be less if telephone booking task can be
added to an existing staff position.

Effectiveness: Greater ability to optimize trips
and create efficiencies. Can carry existing
ridership base with less vehicles than manual
scheduling.

Suitability to
Corner Brook No Yes

. . Recommenda on 

Based on the guiding principles, a mobile app solution was felt to be more convenient, accessible, able
to improve transit culture, and more effective at optimizing trips and thus reducing vehicle kilometres
traveled over a manual scheduling solution.

For these reasons, any On Demand service model piloted for Corner Brook should utilize a mobile app-
based booking and scheduling platform, with an option to call in for individuals without a smart phone
or internet access.

The services and expertise of four technology providers that provide mobile app solutions for an On
Demand model have been summarized in Appendix A.

2.2 Service Delivery Model 
On Demand transit service can be structured in a number of different ways, depending on the goals of
the municipality and the market in which the service operates in. Some typical service delivery models
include:

1. Origin-to-Hub (First-Mile/Last-Mile) - On Demand transit provides mobility to customers in
lower demand areas to/from the nearest fixed-route transit stop. In this way, this service model
provides first-mile/last-mile connectivity to the rest of the transit network, with the majority of
a passenger’s overall journey undertaken on fixed-route transit.  Where possible, the connecting
stop is typically a major hub/terminal, transfer point or stop that allows customers to complete
their trips from a safe and accessible transfer point, connecting to multiple routes. The model is
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typically implemented in low density areas where fixed-route transit is uneconomical, is not
offered, or to supplement an existing low-frequency fixed-route service.

2. Origin-to-Destination - On Demand transit vehicles provide a one-seat ride to connect any origin
with any destination in the service area. This means that transfers are not required to a fixed-
route service.  This model is typically implemented in larger low-density geographic areas where
there is no fixed-route service or in smaller geographic areas where it does not make sense to
force a transfer.  This model can be combined with an Origin-to-Hub model, where Origin-to-
Destination is used for internal trips within an On Demand zone and Origin-to-Hub is used to
connect customers outside of the On Demand zone.

3. Flex-Route - This is a simple form of On Demand transit which is typically implemented in low-
demand areas and allows the transit agency to provide additional coverage using a limited
resource. Flex routes operate on a fixed-route and fixed schedule for certain portions of the
route. At the request of a passenger, the driver has the ability to ‘flex’ off the route to pre-
designated areas to pick up or drop off a passenger. The benefit of flex routes is that it allows
the resource to provide coverage to a larger area that may have limited demand without the
need to invest in additional service.  Extra travel time would need to be included in the route
schedule to allow the driver to flex off the route based on a passenger request.

. . Evalua on

The advantages and disadvantages of the three service delivery models noted above were evaluated
against the four guiding principles for Corner Brook Transit.

Guiding
Principle Origin-to-Hub Origin-to-Destination Flex Route

Accessibility Proximity: Improved ability
to provide service to those
living in lower density and
underserved areas of the
community.

Ability to Accommodate
Persons with Disabilities:
Accessible to everyone, as
long as the vehicle is
accessible. The need for
passengers to transfer adds
an extra layer of complexity
for some persons with
disabilities.

Proximity: Improved ability
to provide service to lower
density and underserved
areas of community.

Ability to Accommodate
Persons with Disabilities:
Accessible to everyone, as
long as the vehicle is
accessible and the stop is
accessible. No need for
passengers to transfer.

Proximity: Some ability to
improve service to lower
density and underserved
areas of community.

Ability to Accommodate
Persons with Disabilities:
Accessible to everyone, as
long as the vehicle is
accessible. The need for
passengers to transfer adds
an extra layer of complexity
for some persons with
disabilities.
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Guiding
Principle Origin-to-Hub Origin-to-Destination Flex Route

Convenience Waiting Time: Waiting time
on initial booking similar if
same number of total
system vehicles used. Extra
waiting time for transfer.

Travel Time: Typically a
longer travel time for the

total time of the whole trip,
due to the transfer required.

Transfers: A transfer onto a
fixed route service is
typically required.

Notice Required to Book
Trip: Increased ability to
book trips in real time.

Waiting Time: Waiting time
on initial booking similar if
same number of total
system vehicles used. No
transfer wait required.

Travel Time: Expected
shorter travel time due to
directness.

Transfers: Transfers are not
necessary.

Notice Required to Book
Trip: Increased ability to
book trips in real time.

Waiting Time: Waiting time
on initial booking similar if
same number of total
system vehicles used. Extra
waiting time for transfer.

Travel Time: Longer travel
time if there are more flex
route stops requested.

Transfers: Transfers are not
typically necessary. Unless,
transferring from another
route to the flex route

Notice Required to Book
Trip: Booking not required
at a fixed-stop. Typically
booking one hour ahead
requested for flex-stop.

Transit Culture Culture: Potential to
improve transit culture by
providing greater level of
service in low density areas.

Ridership Growth: Ability to
grow ridership based on
opportunity to reduce
walking distance.

Culture: Potential to
improve transit culture due
to greater convenience and
short travel times.

Ridership Growth: Greater
ability to grow ridership
based on opportunity to
reduce walking distance, no
transfers and short travel
time.

Culture: Potential to
improve transit culture by
providing greater level of
service in low density areas.

Ridership Growth: Ability to
grow ridership based on
opportunity to reduce
walking distance, although
more limited than Origin-to-
Hub model.

Financial
Sustainability

Annual Cost: Three vehicles
minimum required to
provide service (one fixed
route and two On Demand)
due to need to cover large
geography. Highest
operating cost.

Capital Cost: Would require
a third bus.

Annual Cost: Minimum two
vehicles required during low
demand periods of the day.
May require three during
higher demand periods.

Capital Cost: Would require
a third bus for peak service.

Annual Cost: Would require
three vehicles if there is a
desire to increase existing
coverage and maintain
headway (to provide extra
time for routes to flex).

Capital Cost: Would require
a third bus.

Suitability to
Corner Brook

No Yes No
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. . Recommenda on

Based on the guiding principles, the following conclusions can be drawn:

Origin-to-Hub (First-Mile/Last-Mile)

There are examples in the industry scan that utilize an origin-to-hub approach, which connect
passengers in low-demand areas to a fixed-route stop. Due to the small size of the system, this would
require all passengers to transfer and would add a third bus (two On Demand vehicles and one fixed-
route vehicle) at all times. This approach would not improve convenience for customers.

Flex-Route

This could be applicable on local routes that provide a linear service that deviates from the most direct
path. This would require 5-10 minutes to be added to the scheduled travel time of each route to permit
the route to flex and pick-up passengers located off route. Since the routes are already 60 minutes in
length, the headway would need to be increased to every 65 to 70 minutes, which is difficult for
passengers to understand, or a third vehicle would be required and routes would need to be
restructured to maintain the existing headway.

Origin-to-Destination

The application of an origin-to-destination model in Corner Brook would be most applicable. This model
aligns with the guiding principles for the following reasons:

· Improves accessibility by eliminating transfers and getting passengers closer to their home and
destination;

· Increases convenience by reducing travel times and eliminating transfers;
· Reduces waiting time from Flex route which has a 60 minute headway.  Potential to book trips

within a 60 minute window during periods when demand is low; and
· Ability to scale down the system to one or two vehicles during low demand periods (e.g.

evenings); which is not possible for the other two models.

2.3 Opera ng Model
The operations of an On Demand transit services can also vary. The variation comes from who operates
the service, and if the operator is guaranteed compensation during the allocated service hours or
whether the operator only gets compensated based on trips delivered. Some typical operating models
include:

1. Dedicated Vehicles – Municipal - The municipality supplies the vehicles and drivers to operate
the service. Drivers are compensated based on the hours they work, no matter how many
customers they provide service to. Typically, smaller cutaway buses or accessible vans are used
to provide the service.  The operation of the service can be integrated with specialized transit
services or be a stand-alone service.
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2. Dedicated Vehicles – Contracted - The municipality contracts the supply of vehicles and drivers
to a third-party operator.  The vehicles and drivers used are dedicated to the service during the
hours of service they are scheduled (drivers are not permitted to take on other trip requests
that are not municipally operated public transit). Contractors are typically compensated by hour
of service or service kilometer (with a minimum number of hours/kilometres guaranteed).

3. Non-Dedicated Vehicles – Contracted - The municipality contracts the supply of vehicles and
drivers to a third-party operator. The vehicles and drivers used are not dedicated to the service
during the hours of service and are permitted to take on other trips outside of the municipal
transit function. Examples of these include trans-cab services with local taxi companies or
partnerships with transportation network companies. For ridesharing services, citizens with
their own automobiles set their own schedules and provide rides to other citizens. They have
the opportunity to accept or decline a ride request. Therefore, to ensure availability of vehicles
at a high level of service, pricing strategies are typically in place to ensure supply meets demand.
Riders pay for the trip and the driver profits from a percent of this revenue. This model is useful
if demand for a service in a particular area is too low to warrant a dedicated vehicle and if there
is a supply of drivers to guarantee a trip request is delivered.

. . Evalua on

The operating model is important to consider when identifying how to operate the On Demand transit
pilot in Corner Brook. Each has its own benefits, depending on the purpose of the On Demand service.
The implications of each operating model assessed below are based on the potential service strategies
stated in Service Delivery Model section above.

Guiding
Principle

Dedicated Vehicles
(Municipal)

Dedicated Vehicles
(Contracted)

Non-Dedicated
(Contracted)

Accessibility Availability: Dedicated
vehicles available at all times
during hours of service due
to hourly fee payment.

Ability to Accommodate
Persons with Disabilities:
Ability to purchase
accessible vehicles for entire
fleet.

Availability: Dedicated
vehicles available at all times
during hours of service due to
hourly fee payment.

Ability to Accommodate
Persons with Disabilities:
Ability to contract a provider
with accessible vehicles.

Availability: Risk that
vehicles may not be available
when a service is requested.

Ability to Accommodate
Persons with Disabilities:
Not all vehicles may be
accessible based on
availability of taxi fleet in the
City.

Convenience Reliability: Guaranteed
availability of a driver during
low demand periods when it
may be difficult to attract a
non-dedicated driver.

Reliability: Guaranteed
availability of a driver during
low demand periods when it
may be difficult to attract a
non-dedicated driver.

Reliability: Drivers may not
accept short trips that may
not generate income or may
choose not to be available at
certain periods.

Transit Culture Branding: Corner Brook
branded vehicles used.

Branding: Vehicles can be
branded with Corner Brook
logo.

Branding: Vehicles may not
be branded with Corner
Brook logo.
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Guiding
Principle

Dedicated Vehicles
(Municipal)

Dedicated Vehicles
(Contracted)

Non-Dedicated
(Contracted)

Financial
Sustainability

Cost Control: Certainty of
cost based on hourly
operating rate and fixed
supply of drivers.

Cost Effectiveness:  More
cost effective as ridership
grows (vehicle supply fixed).

Capital Cost: Purchase
vehicles (capital purchase).
Provincial funding can offset
costs.

Cost Control: Certainty of
cost based on hourly
operating rate and fixed
supply of drivers determined
in the contract.

Cost Effectiveness: More cost
effective as ridership grows
(vehicle supply fixed).

Capital Cost: Vehicles can be
supplied by the operator and
Included as part of the
operating rate (no capital
purchase) or purchased by
municipality and leased to
operator. Provincial funding
can offset costs.

Cost Control: Less cost
control if Corner Brook is not
in charge of dispatching
vehicles (supply is added to
accommodate increasing
demand).

Cost Effectiveness: Cost
effective for low demand
periods or areas (only pay
when a trip is complete). Less
cost effective when demand
is higher.

Capital Cost: Vehicles can be
supplied by the operator and
included as part of the
operating rate (no capital
purchase).

Suitability to
Corner Brook No Yes Yes

. . Recommenda on

Typically municipalities the size of Corner Brook do not provide in-house transit service, whether it is a
fixed-route service or an On Demand service. This is due to the higher administrative costs that are
typically associated with bringing a service in-house. For this reason, a dedicated municipal model is not
recommended.

The contracted vehicle model (either dedicated or non-dedicated) is the recommended operating model
for the City of Corner Brook. This allows the City of Corner Brook to contract the service, with the option
of purchasing and leasing vehicles to the contractor.

The dedicated vehicle model provides cost certainty, which should be in place for budgeting purposes. It
also provides reliability that a vehicle will be available when a customer requests a ride. The non-
dedicated model could be used to reduce costs when demand is very low (as the City only pays when a
trip is delivered). This would only be viable if there are cost control elements built into the contract
(ensuring that ridesharing continues to be a priority when booking trips). Depending on the provider,
the two options could operate as a hybrid, which could provide greater opportunity for financial
flexibility and sustainability.
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2.4 Proximity of Service
On Demand transit service can be structured based on the traditional proximity targets of a transit
system (requiring customers to walk up to 400m to the closest transit stop), or to provide more
convenient service right to the curb of the customer’s origin and/or destination. Some typical pick-
up/drop-off models include:

1. Bus Stop - The On Demand service picks-up and drops-off customers at predesignated transit
stops only.  It is common to use pre-existing fixed-route stops (e.g. when fixed-route service is
replaced by On Demand service during certain periods of the day), or to designated On Demand
stops.  Stops are placed so that the majority of residents are within a 400m walking distance of a
stop.

2. Corner - Customers must walk a short distance to a street corner within 100 metres of their
origin/destination to get picked-up and dropped-off by an On Demand service.  This type of pick-
up/drop-off point is only used by technology-based ride hailing services as stops are virtual and
only visible on the mobile app. This is because the location of a corner stop can change with
each trip request, as the stop is selected to minimize the travel time of the vehicle that is
destined to pick-up or drop-off the next customer (e.g. the location of a corner stop may be the
north-east corner of an intersection for an inbound vehicle coming from the south, or the south-
west corner for an inbound vehicle coming from the north). Customers are asked to walk a
short-distance to optimize the service.

3. Curb - Customers are picked up/dropped off directly at the curb of their origin and/or
destination. This model is typically used in more rural or low-density areas with limited
ridership, where consolidating pick-up and drop-off points at a common stop would not
significantly increase the efficiency of the service. For origin-to-hub service models, the curb is
only used for one end of the journey.

. . Evalua on

Proximity of Service is important to consider when identifying how to operate the On Demand transit
service in Corner Brook. The implications of each operating model assessed below are based on the
potential service strategies stated in Service Delivery Model section above.
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Guiding
Principle Bus Stop Corner Curb

Accessibility Proximity: Passengers are
required to transport
themselves up to 300m to
the closest stop.

Ability to Accommodate
Persons with Disabilities:
May present challenges
where there are no
sidewalks and passengers
are unable to travel up to
300m.

Understanding: High – Bus
stops are labelled and easily
identifiable.

Proximity: Passengers are
required to transport
themselves up to 100m to the
closest intersection. This
reduces the walking distance.

Ability to Accommodate
Persons with Disabilities:
Reduces travel distance for
persons with physical
disabilities. Persons with
cognitive disabilities may not
be able easily able to find an
unmarked stop.

Understanding: Low – Not
everyone can use mobile app
instructions easily.

Proximity: Passengers are
picked-up/dropped-off
directly at their origin and
destination; presenting
minimal to no mobility
restrictions.

Ability to Accommodate
Persons with Disabilities:
Passengers are picked up at
their location of origin;
presenting minimal to no
barriers.

Understanding: High – The
vehicle would be seen by the
passenger upon arrival at the
origin.

Convenience Travel Time: Reduced in-
vehicle travel time for
shared rides due to limited

stopping and route
deviations.

Availability of Service: There
is an increase in ridesharing;
thus an increased
availability.

Travel Time: Reduces in-
vehicle travel time by
reducing route deviations, but
additional stops may off-set
this when demand is high.

Availability of Service: There
is somewhat an increase in
ridesharing, resulting in some
increase of availability.

Travel Time: In-vehicle travel
time for shared rides may be
longer due to multiple
deviations and stopping.

Availability of Service: There
is a limited increase in
ridesharing, resulting in
minimal increase of
availability.

Transit Culture Branding: Bus stop simple
to brand with a sign.

Suitability: Easy to find and
recognize stops.

Branding: No physical
branding of stops, but not
required.

Suitability: May require some
education to help passengers
locate where to go to access a
bus.

Branding: No physical
branding of stops, but not
required.

Suitability: Limited education
as customers only have to go
to the curb of their
home/destination.

Financial
Sustainability

Cost Effectiveness: Increases
ridesharing and minimizes
vehicle/driver requirements.

Capital Cost: Minimal costs
for additional stops and pads
to improve coverage.  May
limit expansion vehicles.

Cost Effectiveness: Less
effective at ridesharing, which
may result in more vehicles if
demand grows.

Capital Cost: No cost for a bus
stop. Additional vehicles may
be required.

Cost Effectiveness: Least
effective in sharing rides. May
result in more vehicles and
drivers during peak periods.

Capital Cost: No cost for stop.
Additional vehicle may be
required.

Suitability to
Corner Brook Yes No No
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. . Recommenda on

Service models should consider different approaches for conventional transit passengers and passengers
with disabilities. It is suggested that to maximize ridesharing and reduce confusion of how to use this
service model, the bus stop model should be used, with additional bus stops placed throughout the
community to improve proximity to the service. Persons with disabilities should be picked up at the curb
of their home or destination to accommodate for accessibility needs.

2.5 Accessibility 
The approach each On Demand transit model takes to provide accessible trips can vary.  Two typical
approaches to accessibility are:

1. Integrated - The integrated model involves co-mingling conventional On Demand customers
with registered specialized transit customers (using the same booking/scheduling platform and
being transported in the same vehicle). The only difference between the two customer groups
is that a registered specialized transit customer may require a full origin-to-destination trip to
the curb, whereas a conventional customer may only be permitted an origin-to-hub trip, or an
origin-to-destination trip picked up at a stop instead of a curb. In this model, a registered
specialized transit customer booking a trip would follow the same process as a customer that
does not have a disability (whether booking through a mobile app or a call centre). The
requirements of the person with a disability would be included in the customer’s profile and
identify trip characteristics such as the type of trip (e.g. origin-to-destination), whether the
person is travelling with an attendant, whether an accessible vehicle is required, etc. A vehicle
would be dispatched that meets the customer’s requirements. The software or scheduler that
optimizes trips would continue to do so, including optimizing trips with conventional transit
customers.

2. Separated - Some On Demand services use non-accessible vehicles (e.g. sedans or minivans) to
provide service.  This is typical of certain models (e.g. partnerships with ridesharing
organizations) or when there are no accessible vehicles available in the existing fleet. To book
an accessible ride, a registered specialized transit customer must call into the customer call
centre to request a ride. The transportation coordinator would then find an available accessible
vehicle to provide the ride. In most cases, accessible vehicles are not used in the On Demand
transit service, and may be a different vehicle operator (e.g. contract with a taxi company to
use an accessible taxi vehicle). Typically, more advanced notice is required to book an
accessible ride, depending on the availability of accessible fleet.  This model can be more cost
effective if the cost of operating a non-accessible fleet is higher than an accessible vehicle. The
challenge with this model is that the customer with a disability may not have the same
experience using the On Demand service as a conventional passenger (e.g. may require more
notice to book a ride or may not be able to use a mobile app).
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. . Evalua on

Guiding Principle Integrated Separated

Accessibility Ability to Accommodate Persons with
Disabilities:  More vehicles available for
persons with disabilities.

Vehicle Accessibility: Accessible vehicles
are easier for all passengers to board,
including passengers with strollers.

Ability to Accommodate Persons with
Disabilities: Limited number of accessible
vehicles available for persons with
disabilities.

Vehicle Accessibility: Non-accessible
vehicles can be more difficult to board
(e.g. parent with a stroller).

Convenience Availability of Service: Would increase
availability of vehicles for persons with
disabilities.

Booking Time: Accessible trips can be
booked the same as non-accessible
trips.

Availability of Service: May reduce
number of vehicles for persons with
disabilities (not always available when a
passenger requests a ride).

Booking Time: May be to book accessible
trips the day before, depending on the
availability of accessible taxis.

Transit Culture Branding: All vehicles would be
branded.

Equity and Dignity: Persons with
disabilities provided the same service as
other passengers.

Branding: Accessible taxis would not be
branded.

Equity and Dignity: Persons with
disabilities have a separate service which
may not have as many accessible vehicles
available, and may not have access to the
mobile app for booking.

Financial Sustainability Effectiveness: Higher ability to share
rides for accessible trips

Cost Effectiveness: Higher operating
cost. Can be offset if there is a high
volume of accessible trips due to
increased ridesharing opportunities.

Capital Cost: Higher capital cost for
accessible vehicles. Maybe offset if
provincial funding is available.

Effectiveness: Limited ability to share
rides for accessible trips.

Cost Effectiveness: Lower operating cost
for non-accessible vehicles. May have a
higher per trip cost for separate accessible
trips due to limited ridesharing
opportunities.  Overall, less expensive if
there are limited accessible trip requests.

Capital Cost: Lower capital cost for non-
accessible vehicles.

Suitability to Corner
Brook Yes No

. . Recommenda on

Both options above consider accessibility for On Demand service. If the City of Corner Brook receives
funding from the province to purchase vehicles, the integrated option may be more effective. If there is
no access to funding, the City may consider starting with the separated option if there they receive a
reasonable per trip rate for an accessible taxi and demand is low.
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3.0 Conclusion and Next Steps

3.1 Defining Characteris cs of the Recommended Model
Based on the analysis conducted in Section 2, the following On Demand model would be best suited for
Corner Brook:

1. Mobile App-based booking and scheduling interface. Any On Demand solution implemented
should require a partnership with a technology platform provider that can use a mobile app to
allow customers to book, track and pay for trips and optimize ridesharing opportunities.
Specifications of a mobile app would need to be determined prior to issuing an RFP.

2. Origin-to-Destination service delivery model. An On Demand solution in Corner Brook would
replace the fixed-route service during the period it operates. This is ideal in Corner Brook given
the size of the municipality and limited investment in fixed-route services (i.e. two routes at an
hourly headway).  This would minimize vehicle requirements and eliminate the need to transfer
between bus routes.

3. Contracted operating model. Municipalities the size of Corner Brook typically do not operate
services in-house. This is due to the higher overhead costs of operating a public transit system.
The ideal solution would be to contract the service to an operator that can provide dedicated
vehicles that are specified in an operating contract. This allows the software to optimize trips
using a fixed number of vehicles and maximize ridesharing opportunities. This helps add
certainty to the cost of the service when setting municipal budgets each year.  The use of non-
dedicated vehicles may make budgeting more difficult, as there is no certainty to the number of
vehicles used to accommodate demand. However, given Corner Brook’s large taxi industry,
there may be a potential to use these vehicles to operate On Demand service.  The RFP for a
technology platform provider should be open to using a non-dedicated model if the proponent
is able to build in elements of cost control in their proposal.

4. Use of bus stops to access the service. Strategically placing bus stops in Corner Brook would be
the ideal solution to minimize vehicle kilometres and increase the potential for ridesharing (by
requiring customers to walk to shared pick-up point). To maximize service coverage, stops
should be located where possible on arterial and collector roads where there is a safe space for
vehicles to stop and passengers to wait. Stop should be placed so the majority of residents are
within a 300m walk of a transit stop and completed in partnership with the selected technology
platform provider (to determine the most efficient placement of pick-up and drop-off points).
Exceptions may be made for pick-ups and drop-offs at the curb for certain segments of the
population (e.g. persons with disabilities).

5. Operate an integrated accessible service.  If the City elects to implement an accessible service
for persons with disabilities, an integrated On Demand model that uses accessible vehicles is
preferred. This would limit the number of total vehicles and operating hours required compared
to operating two separate services. This would only be recommended if Corner Brook receives
access to upper-tier capital funding to purchase accessible vehicles or have access to accessible
taxis as part of a non-dedicated operating model.
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3.2 Applica ons in Corner Brook 
The following are potential applications for On Demand service within the City of Corner Brook to be
considered.

1. Replace Exis ng Fixed-route Service with an On Demand Service: 
If an On Demand service was implemented in Corner Brook, the most effec ve applica on would 
replace both fixed-route services with an Origin-to-Des na on service delivery model.  The 
exis ng fixed-route system in Corner Brook averages 11 boardings per revenue vehicle hour. As 
men oned in Sec on 1.4, On Demand systems can typically operate with 10-12 boardings per 
vehicle hour or less.  Table 2 illustrates the fleet requirements should Corner Brook implement 
the service using dedicated vehicles. It is an cipated that 2 – 3 vehicles are required to provide 
this service model in Corner Brook.

           Table 2: Weekday Day me On Demand Vehicle and Service Hour Requirements

Time of Day

Existing (Pre-
COVID) Total

Demand

Boarding /
Revenue

Vehicle Hour
Vehicles
Required Driver A Driver B Driver C

7am-8am 22 11 2

8am-9am 19 10 2

9am-10am 22 11 2

10am-11am 24 12 2

11am-12pm 24 12 2

12pm-1pm 23 11 2

1pm-2pm 23 11 2

2pm-3pm 29 10 3

3pm-4pm 24 12 2

4pm-5pm 19 10 2

5pm-6pm 12 12 1

2. Introduce to Evenings and Weekends: 
Transi oning a tradi onal fixed-route system to en rely On Demand may result in some risk, as it 
also involves a culture change in how exis ng transit customers use the system.  Instead of relying 
on a fixed schedule, customers would be required to pre-book their ride.  While many customers 
would appreciate the reduced wait mes and travel mes, other customers that do not have 
access to a mobile phone may see this as a reduc on in service level. 
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The engagement process conducted as part of this study iden fied that one of the key priori es 
for improvement is the introduc on of evening and weekend service. The resident survey also 
iden fied that 24 percent of respondents were not comfortable using an On Demand service and 
30 percent were not sure. Pilo ng a service during the evenings or weekends would allow the City 
to test the concept during a period that transit service does not currently exist, without 
elimina ng the exis ng fixed-route service en rely.  Ridership during the evening period is 
expected to be 50% less than the day me period and 40% less on Saturday’s. Based on this, it is 
assumed that one vehicle should be sufficient to provide this service to start, with unmet demand 
poten ally being met by contracted non-dedicated taxi services. This is illustrated in Table 3.

            Table 3: Evening and Saturday On Demand Vehicle and Service Hour Requirements
Opera ng Hours (Weekday 

Evenings 6pm -10pm)
Average Hourly 

Boardings 
Daily Boardings Annual Boardings

4 8 -10 32 - 40 8,032 – 10,040

Opera ng Hours (Saturdays 
10am-5pm)

Average Hourly 
Boardings 

Daily Boardings Annual Boardings

7 11-13 75 - 92 3,931 – 4,805

3. Introduce an Accessible Transit Service: 
During public consulta on, feedback was gathered regarding the lack and need for accessible 
transit op ons.  This not only impacts persons with disabili es, but seniors that may find it 
difficult to climb the steps of a bus. A peer review conducted of similar-sized systems suggests 
that an approximate average of 2.5 percent of the popula on (484 people in Corner Brook) would 
be eligible for a specialized transit service and that each registrant would make about 28 trips 
annually. In Corner Brook, this equates to approximately 26 daily trips, or 2.4 boardings per 
revenue vehicle hour (assuming a specialized service would operate during the same hours as a 
conven onal transit service). This level of demand could be integrated with an On Demand 
service by adding an extra vehicle during peak periods. This would add capacity to the en re On 
Demand service and streamline booking and vehicle op miza on. Table 4 shows the number of 
vehicles and hours of service that would be required under this model.  In this model, all 
passengers would be picked up using the same vehicles. Registered passengers with a disability 
would be provided a trip to the curb, while other On Demand customers would need to walk 
to/from a bus stop to access the service.
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Table 4: Integrated On Demand Vehicle and Service Hour Requirements

Time of Day Total
Demand

Boarding /
Revenue
Vehicle

Hour

Vehicles
Required Driver A Driver B Driver C Driver D

7am-8am 24 8 3

8am-9am 22 7 3

9am-10am 24 8 3

10am-11am 27 9 3

11am-12pm 27 9 3

12pm-1pm 25 8 3

1pm-2pm 25 8 3

2pm-3pm 31 10 3

3pm-4pm 27 9 3

4pm-5pm 22 7 3

5pm-6pm 14 7 2

3.3 Next Steps
If the City is interested in implemen ng an On Demand service, the following next steps should be taken: 

1. Engage with the Public: On Demand services involve a significant change in how customers 
interact with transit, par cularly the need to book a ride ahead of me. The advantages and 
disadvantages of an On Demand service should be presented to the public to understand any 
concerns they may have.  

2. Communica on: Funding should be set aside for marke ng and communica on, as this new 
model will involve some change management for both drivers and customers.

3. Confirm with Legal and Procurement: An On Demand model will collect data on customer 
informa on, including poten al credit card data for mobile fare payment. The policies and rules 
in the municipality around privacy, data storage, data ownership and procurement should be 
known before proceeding, as it influences what is included in the RFP for a technology pla orm 
provider.

4. Determine Poten al to Operate a Call-Centre: Not all passengers will have access to a mobile 
phone or computer to book a ride. Approximately 20% of passengers may s ll want to call a live 
operator to book a ride. The City will need to determine whether it has capacity to take on this 
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func on (poten ally adding to an exis ng customer service agent’s role) or whether it will look 
to contract this service out.  This will influence what is included in the RFP for a technology 
pla orm provider.

5. Write RFP and Ini ate Procurement of a Technology Pla orm Provider: The RFP for the 
technology pla orm provider should iden fy the specific service and opera ng model, hours of 
service, vehicle requirements and specifica ons and Key Performance Indicators. If Corner Brook 
elects to contract the opera ons of the service, this should be specified in the RFP, and it will be 
up to the proponent to find a suitable opera ng partner. The RFP should include the following:

· Service hours and level of service;
· Service area(s);
· Service delivery model;
· Opera ng model(s);
· Length of contract;
· Whether Corner Brook Transit is providing vehicles;
· Accessibility requirements;
· Driver training requirements;
· Cost and cost control requirements;
· Branding requirements; and
· If Specialized Transit integra on is a current or future goal.

6. Add Additional Bus Stops:  The City should work with the successful proponent to confirm
vehicle requirements and stop locations. Additional bus stops should be implemented based on
a set of ‘bus stop’ criteria that takes into consideration safe vehicle stopping,  customer safety
while waiting  (e.g. segregation from traffic, lighting), proximity and accessibility.

7. Create Accessible Service: Should the City elect to open up the service for persons with
disabilities, a number of other next steps are required to create eligibility criteria, a registration
and appeals process and identify other policies and procedures required to service this market.
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On Demand Service Case Studies
The following provides a description of On Demand transit services already in place. The purpose of
these case studies is to provide some examples that may be applicable in Corner Brook Transit‘s context.

Cochrane Transit – COLT (Cochrane On Demand Local Transit) 

Characteristic Description Characteristic Description

Service Delivery Origin-to-Destination Transit Agency Town of Cochrane

Booking / Scheduling On Demand Municipality Town of Cochrane,
Alberta

Operating Dedicated Vehicles –
Contracted

Land Use Context Suburban

Trip Booking Call-In/Mobile
App/Desktop

Technology Provider RideCo

Accessibility Integrated Service Provider Southland Transportation
(Private)

Proximity of Service Bus Stop Status Permanent

Costing Pay hourly per vehicle Fare Payment Mobile App/On Vehicle
(no cash)

Description

In October 2019, the Town of Cochrane, Alberta introduced Cochrane On
Demand Local Transit (COLT). The pilot started with 126 unique bus stops
across the town where customers could board and alight. The goal of COLT
pilot was to increase coverage by adding transit to areas where there is
none. The service picks passengers up at the nearest origin bus stop and
drops them off the closest destination bus stop.

In January 2020, COLT became a permanent municipal service. It still operates Origin-to-Destination,
with Southland Transportation as the operator. The operating hours are Monday to Friday from 6:00
a.m. – 8:00 p.m. and Saturdays from 9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. There is no service on Sundays or statutory
holidays. The COLT uses eight low-floor, 21-seat buses that are fully accessible. The annual net
operating cost is $551,812. In the first year of service, COLT carried 33,040 passengers. Before the
pandemic, the transit system saw an average weekday ridership of 171 passengers (reduced to 127
daily passengers during the COVID-19 pandemic). Passengers can book the service using a mobile
phone app, desktop, or calling into a call-in centre. Fares to ride the bus vary depending on age (i.e.
elderly, student, and child) and number of tickets purchased. The fee for a single-one-way ticket is
$2.50.

Additional Information

https://calgaryherald.com/news/local-news/cochranes-colt-buses-to-take-riders-in-new-directions
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Belleville Transit – Bus On Demand

Characteristic Description Characteristic Description

Service Delivery Origin-to-Destination Transit Agency Belleville Transit

Booking / Scheduling On Demand, Scheduled,
Subscription

Municipality City of Belleville, Ontario

Operating Dedicated Vehicles Land Use Context Urban/Suburban

Trip Booking Mobile App Technology Provider Pantonium

Accessibility Separated Service Provider Municipal

Proximity of Service Bus stop Status Operating

Costing Per Hour Fare Payment Cash, passes, tickets (On
Vehicle)

Description

In September 2018, Belleville Transit replaced its evening fixed-route service with an
On Demand service. The On Demand service uses a ridesharing platform called
Pantonium to provide demand-responsive real-time origin-to-destination services.
Unlike most On Demand service, the Belleville model uses existing 40-foot buses
instead of smaller vehicles to provide the On Demand service.

Customers must download and register on the mobile app to use the service. When booking a trip, the
customer selects the closest bus stop in relation to their origin and destination. The app then creates
journeys based on passenger demand. The goal of this pilot project was to allow public transit to
reliably cover large, low-density areas more efficiently.

Due to this early success, the pilot was made a permanent service in January 2019. Pantonium is
compensated for use of the mobile app via a flat fee per vehicle and per year.

A child car seat is not required for passengers travelling with children, since the service uses standard
city buses. Bus drivers/operators are hired by Belleville Transit and are required to wear a uniform,
provide checks (police, vulnerable sector check, driver’s abstract), and receive training. Maintenance of
the buses is done internally. While Belleville buses are fully accessible, registered specialized transit
customers continue to use the specialized transit service for curb-to-curb service.

Additional Information

https://pantonium.com/initial-results-from-belleville-On Demand-transit/
https://www.pr.com/press-release/775682
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Grand River Transit – Route 902 Flex Hespeler Village

Characteristic Description Characteristic Description

Service Delivery Origin-to-Hub
Origin-to-Destination

Transit Agency Grand River Transit

Booking / Scheduling Scheduled On Demand Municipality Waterloo Region, Ontario

Operating Non-Dedicated Vehicles
Contracted

Land Use Context Suburban

Trip Booking Dial-in Technology Provider N/A

Accessibility Separated Service Provider Triangle Taxi

Proximity of Service Curb Status Pilot ended (no longer in
service)

Costing Per Trip Fare Payment Cash, paper transfer, fare
card, ticket, student card

Description

Route 902 Flex was created to improve transit access to/from a seniors
residence (Jacob Hespler Lodge). As part of GRT’s service review, a number
of the local routes were streamlined, which resulted in an increased walking
distance for seniors from this lodge to the closest transit stop.

The purpose of the pilot was to provide a cost-effective option to connect residents more directly to the
fixed-route transit service or key destinations frequented by seniors in Hespeler Village. The service
operated as an origin-to-hub service (902 Flex – taxi to bus) or an origin-to-destination service (902 Flex
– taxi-to-destination) based on a fixed schedule that was created in partnership with residents of the
facility.  Routes were dynamic and vehicles were only dispatched based on a passenger trip request.
Since vehicles were not dedicated to the service, there was no fee charged if no trip request was made.

The service was operated in partnership with Golden Triangle Taxi, which delivered a subsidized taxi
service using sedans and accessible taxi vehicles to two or three fixed bus stops in downtown Hespeler
as well as other key destinations in the area. The 902 Flex ran every day on a schedule, and was
available to anyone residing in Waterloo Region. Customers booking trips would need to be picked up
at a 902 Flex Stop. Bookings were accepted Monday to Sunday between 8:30 a.m. and 10:15 p.m. based
on a pre-set schedule.

The pilot was discontinued due to lack of ridership.

Additional Information
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Innisfil Transit - Uber Partnership

Description

Innisfil took a creative approach to launching their first public transit service.
Instead of implementing a fixed-route model, the municipality decided to
partner with Uber in May 2017 to provide a public transit service pilot.

The partnership is based on subsidizing Uber Pool trips (shared-ride) for trips within the Town.
Passengers pay a flat rate of $4 to $6 for trips to pre-defined locations (e.g. the GO Station) and receive
$4 off the standard Uber fare for all other trips within the Town.  Uber accepts payment from
passengers directly and invoices the Town for the difference between the standard Uber Pool fare and
the Innisfil Transit fare.

A uniquely branded mobile app is used as a customer interface and to optimize trip requests.
Passengers can book On Demand within five minutes of their desired travel time. The estimated time of
pick-up will appear once the passenger books the trip, along with the estimated arrival time.  Uber
drivers operating their own vehicles are used to provide the service. For persons with disabilities, the
Town has an agreement with Barrie Taxi to provide accessible taxis upon request. To book an accessible
taxi, a customer must call the day before the trip request and cannot use the Uber app.  For persons
that do not have access to a mobile phone, iPads are provided at rec centers and the town hall for
convenient booking. Residents can also call into a call centre to book a ride.

One of the challenges with the service is cost control. As ridership increases, the cost of service
increases (as the service focuses more on convenience rather than increasing vehicle occupancy).
Ridership in the first eight months of 2017 was 27,000 and increased to 86,000 in 2018. Operating costs
also increased from $150,000 (first four months of the pilot in 2017) to $640,000 in 2018.  Based on
anticipated increases in demand, it is expected that the budget will need to be increased. To maintain a
budget and avoid further increases, the town has reduced the fare subsidy and limited the subsidy to 30
trips per month per individual (customers that are lower income can request up to 50 trips per month
based on application process).

Additional Information

https://www.uber.com/ca/en/u/innisfil/
https://innisfil.ca/transit/

Characteristic Description Characteristic Description

Service Delivery Origin-to-Destination
Ridesharing Partnership

Transit Agency Innisfil Transit

Booking / Scheduling On Demand Municipality Town of Innisfil, Ontario

Operating Non-Dedicated Vehicles -
Contracted

Land Use Context Suburban/Rural

Trip Booking Mobile App Technology Provider Uber

Accessibility Separated Service Provider Uber

Proximity of Service Curb Status Permanent

Costing Per km Fare Payment Pay via app
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York Region Transit – Mobility On-Request

Description

York Region Transit began piloting an On Demand
service in 2016 with a Dial-a-Ride service in rural
areas. Since then, the service has expanded to urban
and rural areas in Aurora, East Gwillimbury,
Georgina, King, Markham, Newmarket, Richmond
Hill, Whitchurch-Stouffville, and Vaughan.  The
service uses an On Demand mobile-app platform to
optimize trips, connecting residents in the dial-a-ride zone to the closest fixed-route hub.  The service is
delivered by Mobility Plus, YRT’s specialized transit service, which contracts out operations using a fleet
of accessible Arboc vehicles, sedans and minivans.

The mobile app allows co-mingling of trips between Mobility On Request customers and Mobility Plus
riders. The mobile app also provide a complete origin-to-hub-to-destination solution where passengers
can use the mobility app to plan their trip from origin to destination (including transfers to multiple On
Request zones).  There are currently 21 Mobility On Request zones in York Region in both urban and
rural areas.

YRT has also undergone a rebranding, changing the Dial-a-Ride designation to “Mobility On-Request”.
Trips continue to be comingled with registered Mobility Plus clients and the Region is identifying new
“Mobility On-Request” zones to expand the service.

Additional Information

https://www.yrt.ca/en/our-services/On Demand.aspx

Characteristic Description Characteristic Description

Service Delivery Origin-to-Hub-to-
Destination

Transit Agency York Region Transit

Booking / Scheduling On Demand Municipality York Region, Ontario

Operating Dedicated Vehicles -
Contracted

Land Use Context Suburban/Rural

Trip Booking Mobile App Technology Provider Uber/Routematch

Accessibility Integrated Service Provider Contracted operators

Proximity of Service Curb/Bus Stop Status Permanent

Costing Per km Fare Payment Presto, YRT Pay App, cash
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North Bay Transit 

Service Delivery Origin-to-Destination Transit Agency City of Arlington

Service Delivery Origin-to-Destination Transit Agency North Bay Transit

Booking / Scheduling On Demand Municipality North Bay, Ontario

Operating Dedicated Vehicles -
Municipal

Land Use Context Urban

Trip Booking Mobile App, dial-in Technology Provider Via

Accessibility Integrated Service Provider Contracted operators

Proximity of Service Curb/Bus Stop Status Pilot (1 year)

Costing Not available Fare Payment Cash, or fare pass

Description

In January 2020, the City of North Bay launched an On Demand
service to replace their conventional evening service. North Bay
uses their fully accessible conventional dedicated municipal
buses to operate the service. However, they have partnered
with Via to supply the trip planning technology, which optimizes
the trips. The goal of this service change is to provide a better level of service to grow ridership in the
evenings.

Customers can book their trip using the Via app or by calling into a call-centre. Trips do not need to be
booked far in advance. When booking a trip, customers select the closest bus stop to their origin and
closest bus stop to their destination. Customers pay a flat $3.00 fare per person per trip within the
service zone (urban area of the city). The service operates on evenings Monday through Friday between
6:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m., Saturday between 6:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. and Sundays between 8:00 a.m.
and 7:00 p.m.

Additional Information

https://www.northbay.ca/services-payments/north-bay-transit/dynamic-dispatching/
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Technology Pla orm Provider Case Studies
There are various technology companies that provide solutions for On Demand transit. The main goal of
these platforms is to optimize ridesharing opportunities and to allow customers to book trips On
Demand, and use technology to also confirm, track and pay for their trip. Below are four technology
platform providers, which could be contracted to provide the service.

RideCo

RideCo is an On Demand transit software company that has been in operation for since 2013.  The
software uses automated technology to create shared vehicle itineraries for passengers. They can
provide a diverse range of use cases such as, residential/suburban travel, first-mile-last-mile for train
stations, long-distance commuters, university campus, and international airports.

The RideCo platform can work alone or with both dedicated and non-dedicated vehicles. If both types of
vehicles are in use, the app can prioritize filling up dedicated vehicles over non-dedicated vehicles,
which can help control costs.

RideCo only provides the ridesharing software, and does not supply vehicles, drivers or call-centre staff
to book rides.  RideCo typically partners with a transit operator when responding to an RFP if a
municipality is looking for a complete service solution.

The mobile fare payment feature can provide discounts to certain riders through registration (e.g.
seniors receive 10% off the fare) or promo codes (e.g. $3.00 off your first ride).  RideCo is in the process
of developing some advanced fare payment systems. Currently, they cannot process in-app
credits/passes feature. Customers with smart cards need to indicate they are paying with a smartcard
and then validate their trip when they board the vehicle.

Characteristic Description Characteristic Description

Years in Service 8 Specialized Transit
Integration

Yes

Provide Call Centre No Provide Vehicles and
Drivers

No

Booking App, Desktop, Dial-In Scheduling On Demand
Subscription

Integrate with third-
party trip planning app

Yes (e.g.: Transit App) Costing Flexible (typically monthly)

Fare Integration Discount fares
No smartcard
integration
In-app discounts

Examples Guelph Transit
Wellington County
Calgary Transit
St. Catharine’s Transit
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Uber / Routematch

This past year, Uber acquired Routematch in an effort to provide more accessible public transportation
in cities. Independently, Uber is a technology company, which operates as a ride-hailing service through
the Uber mobile app. The app connects drivers and passengers to create a trip and automatically
configures the most efficient navigational route. Routematch is a technology company that builds and
deploys mobility solutions for traditional specialized transportation services (Routematch Demand) and
for On Demand / micro-transit services (Routematch Mobility). Previously, Routematch served over 500
clients including York Region Transit and Oakville Transit. These clients have been transitioned to Uber’s
platform using Routematch technology.

Uber can provide technology for both dedicated and non-dedicated operating models. It has identified
tools to help control costs for non-dedicated operating models through geofencing (constraining origin-
destination or trip distance), subsidy rules (e.g. maximum number of trips) or moving to other operating
models when demand increases beyond a certain point (e.g. moving to a dedicated operating model
when non-dedicated vehicles exceed a certain cost).

While the software-as-a-service model is available for municipalities of various sizes, providing Uber as
an operator (drivers and vehicles) is primarily in municipalities larger than 50,000 residents. The only
example of a community less than 30,000 residents is Innisfil, Ontario. However, this community is in
proximity to two larger municipalities (Barrie and New Market), which is where the majority of the
driver pool resides.

Uber Routematch is able to customize their fare payment system to accommodate their client’s needs.
Common examples in the past included accommodating for smart cards and monthly fare passes,
depending on the customers demographic.  The platform does not support closed-loop smart card
functionality.

Characteristic Description Characteristic Description

Years in Service 20 Specialized Transit
Integration

Yes

Provide Call Centre No Provide Vehicles and
Drivers

Yes (Uber only)

Booking App, Desktop, Dial-In Scheduling On Demand, Scheduled,
Subscription

Integrate with third-
party trip planning app

Yes (e.g.: Transit App) Costing Flexible (typically monthly)
Capital plan available

Fare Integration Discount fares
In-app discounts

Examples York Region Transit,
Oakville Transit
Innisfil Transit
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Pantonium

Pantonium is an autonomous route optimization platform, which has been performing for the last 12
years. It operates independently to build schedules and routes for any size (micro-transit or macro-
transit) or type of transportation operation (On Demand, fixed, rural, and specialized). The system
considers variables including vehicle capacity, service cost, ride time, rider preferences and real-time
map data to continuously refine and generate global routing plans. Additionally, Pantonium works well
for small zones, larger zones, bigger vehicles, large volumes of people, and multi loading.

The Pantonium platform can work alone or with both dedicated and non-dedicated vehicles. In the
event that a non-dedicated vehicle model is used, Pantonium would work with the agency to determine
the best method for costing. No specific examples were provided of how this is completed.

Pantonium is a software company, and does not operate service or provide vehicles and staff. It can
partner with agencies or private transportation operators to provide the service.

Pantonium is currently in process of developing a payment module to accommodate monthly passes for
different demographics and smart cards.

Characteristic Description Characteristic Description

Years in Service 12 Specialized Transit
Integration

Yes

Provide Call Centre No Provide Vehicles and
Drivers

No

Booking App, Desktop, Dial-In Scheduling On Demand, Scheduled,
Integrate with third-
party trip planning app

Not clear. Program has a
built in trip planning tool

Costing Flexible (typically monthly)

Fare Integration Discount fares
Monthly Pass available
later in 2021

Examples Belleville Transit
Regina Transit
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Via

Via was co-founded in 2012 as an all-in-one, ridesharing company, software company, transit operator,
and micro-transit planning consultancy. Via’s On Demand consumer deployments cover 45 cities in
North America and other cities across the globe.

The core product is On Demand transit. Via offers shared services in partnership with public transit
providers that are designed to meet local needs. Via provides two different service models: Software as
a Service (SaaS) and Transportation as a Service (TaaS). Taas is provided for municipalities that also want
to contract out the operation of the service to a single provider. Via will provide and maintain the
vehicles, and provide, train and supervise the drivers.

Via can work alone or with both dedicated and non-dedicated vehicles. However, the model is designed
to set the non-dedicated vehicles to shifts, which assists with maximizing utilization and control cost. In
the event that a non-dedicated vehicle model was used, Via would charge these vehicles per vehicle
hour and the technology costs could be priced on a per vehicle or per trip basis. However, this is
dependent on what works for the community.

Via is able to customize their fare payment system to accommodate their client’s needs. A smart card
integration has been completed before. However, this is typically approached with an account-based
(rather than card based) method. Typically, there is a payment/pass reconciliation process on the back
end. Successfully achieving this integration also requires a Smartcard vendor who is willing to provide an
open API to facilitate this backend integration.

Characteristic Description Characteristic Description

Years in Service 9 Specialized Transit
Integration

Yes

Provide Call Centre Yes (if requested) Provide Vehicles and
Drivers

Yes (if requested)

Booking App, Desktop, Dial-In Scheduling On Demand, Scheduled,
Integrate with third-
party trip planning app

Yes (e.g. TransitApp) Costing Flexible (typically monthly)

Fare Integration Discount fares
Monthly Pass available
later in 2021

Examples North Bay Transit
Sault Ste Marie Transit


